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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
NAME: Faisal Ahmed Al-Nasser
TITLE OF STUDY: Decentralized Networked Control Systems with Commu-
nication Constraints
MAJOR FIELD: Systems Engineering Department
DATE OF DEGREE: October 2012
In this work, we investigate a decentralized control approach to dynamical systems
where the control loops are spread over a network. In such a decentralized net-
worked control systems (DecNCS), the subsystems are communicating with each
other via a shared communication network. The properties of the network such as
delay, packet dropout, varying sample interval and induced errors must be studied
when designing the control system. These properties add restrictions and diffi-
culties in the control loop that are not present in traditional control loops. It is
important in the design of the control strategy to identify how the control loop is
structured and where the network comes into the picture. Also, the general struc-
ture of a decentralized networked control system is described along with the main
characteristics, major problems, network communication parameters and the tech-
xx
niques of handling lost control data. The proposed approach that is applied to a
selected real-life application, which is the signalized traffic coordination and control
problem, is discussed here over different traffic light control structures over com-
munication links, including the decentralized, quasi-decentralized, distributed and
hierarchical networked structures. These structures are used for coordinating mul-
tiple intersections, which could be a great application of networked control problem
control for the signalized traffic light intersections that will help the designer to
achieve certain objectives. Some of these objectives are to minimize the waiting
time during the red light period and perform better control in the next green cycle,
maximize the flow between consecutive intersections which will minimize both the
number of stops and the average waiting time during the trip. Other objectives
will also be highlighted in this work. An extensive and collective literature survey
about all models used for traffic control problem is presented here. A state-space
model of traffic dynamics under these different control structures is proposed. The
model takes into account the effects of lossy communication links such as net-
worked induced delays, packet dropout, communication constraints and varying
sample interval. Also, a sufficient condition for system stability is provided based
on LMI. Finally, a comparison of different types of networked control systems and
performance analysis were done using simulation.
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 ملخص بحث 
  درجة الدكتوراة في الفلسفة
 الاسم:  فيصل أحمد الناصر 
 والمقيدة.ذات الإمكانات المحدودة  الاتصال شبكاتعبر  ةالتحكم اللامركزيأنظمة العنوان: 
 : هندسة نظم التحكم والقياس التخصص
 م  0220 أكتوبر  تاريخ الشهادة:
النظم  في مثل هذه . التحكم على الشبكةاللامركزية لمراقبة الأنظمة الديناميكية حيث تنتشر حلقات  أنظمة التحكم تم دراسةت،هذه الأطروحة في 
ذات الإمكانات المحدودة  البعض عبر شبكة الاتصال المشتركة امع بعضهوالمتحكمات النظم  وتتواصلالتحكم  تتم عمليات اللامركزية
، فقدان حزم التحكم، وصول المعلومات وأوامر التحكم مثل تأخير التحكم على نظام الشبكة مثل هذهتأثير  يتم دراسةيجب أن لذلك . والمقيدة
عمليات  أثناءإضافة قيود وصعوبات  الأمور تؤديهذه  . القراءات المتفاوتةسببها توالأخطاء التي  القراءات المتغيرة لأخذ الفاصل الزمني فترات
 تسبب أو للخطر النظام تعرض استقرار قد سلبية آثار وقد تكون لها حلقات التحكم التقليديةصميم تفي  قد لا تواجهناحلقة التحكم التي تصميم 
 الاتصال المشتركة شبكةدور يأتي  وأين السيطرة، التحكم و تحديد كيفية بناء حلقة مهم في تصميم استراتيجية التحكم . من الالأداء في رداءة
جنبا إلى جنب مع الخصائص المقيدة الاتصال شبكات عبر اللامركزي الوصف الهيكل العام للنظام يتضمن هذا العمل أيضا . التصميمفي 
بعد ذلك تم عمل المحاكاة لهذه الأنظمة التي تمت . المفقودة والإشارات أساليب التعامل مع البياناتو ، لمثل هذه الأنظمة والمشاكل الرئيسية
 روفة الخصائص.دراستها وتحقيق صحتها على أنظمة قياسية مع
بين تقاطعات الطرق ذات حركة المرور و تنظيم تنسيق  وقد تم اختيار، المعاصرةواقع الحياة  ات منتطبيقالدراسة على  نتائج تم تطبيقبعد ذلك 
في ذلك اللامركزية  الاتصال، بما ذات المرورية المحكومة بالإشارات الضوئيةمختلف هياكل مراقبة الحركة قد تمت مناقشة ضوئية ، و الشارات الإ
في كبيرا ذات الإشارات الضوئية والتي يمكن أن تعتبر تطبيقا  التقاطعات الحركة المرورية بين الموزعة والهرمية . وتستخدم هذه الهياكل لتنسيق و 
هنالك الكثير من هداف معينة. لتحقيق أمهندس التحكم والمرور التي تساعد المتتابعة و التقاطعات المرورية ذات تحكم بالشبكة والالسيطرة  مجال
في دورة أفضل الضوء الأحمر وأداء تحكم  انتظار إشارةتقليل وقت الانتظار خلال الأهداف التي يمكن تحقيقها والتي منها على سبيل المثال 
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Centralized control, although very widely deployed , is neither robust nor scalable
to complex large-scale dynamical systems with their measurements distributed
over a large geographical region. The main reasons for this, are first, the compu-
tational complexity of employing such centralized controller is very high. Second,
the distribution of the sensors over a vast geographical region poses a large com-
munication burden which may add long delays and loss of data to the control
process. Third, the centralized mechanism is harder to adapt to the changes in
the large-scale system. Fourth, the large-scale system can be composed of smaller
subsystems with poorly modeled interactions between them and the centralized
control is not robust to such interactions.
Decentralized Control offers a classical alternative which removes the difficul-
ties caused by centralization. In this approach, the large-scale system is decom-
posed into N subsystems. This decomposition can be constructed based on the
geographical distribution of the global system, constraints on the measurements
availability, weak coupling between the subsystems, and many other criteria. After
the system decomposition, a local low-order control is built for each subsystem so
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that it operates on local measurements. Hence, decentralized control of large-scale
systems is having an increasingly important role in real-world problems because of
its scalability, robustness and computational efficiency. Applications can be found
in many areas like aircraft formations, power systems, platoons control, environ-
mental monitoring, water transportation networks and communication networks.
In the other hand, the recent technological advances in communication net-
works and the decreasing in cost and size of electronics have promoted the appear-
ance of large inexpensive interconnected systems, each with computational and
sensing capabilities. Therefore, the systems are distributed with components com-
municating over networks. Such a setting has a number of features that seriously
challenge the controller design. First, the controllers are in decentralized structure
which means that they do not share information. If we want to consider a central-
ized controller, then huge bandwidth associated with using a centralized control
structure would be limited by long delays induced by the communication between
the centralized controller and distant sensors and actuators over a communication
network. The second challenge, when considering control of a large-scale system,
introduce the unpractical assumption that all states are measured. Therefore an
output-based controller is needed.
Note that an observer-based controller offers the advantage of reducing the
number of sensors, which alleviates the demands on the network design. Finally,
the observer-based controller needs to have certain robustness properties when
using a communication network. However, the drawback is that the control sys-
tem is susceptible to undesirable side-effects such as: time-varying delays, packet
dropouts, varying sampling intervals, quantization and communication constraints
(the latter meaning that not all information can be sent over the network at once).
Other approaches are also presented to overcome the problems with decentralized
control which is the quasi-decentralized where we allow limited communications
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which is a very useful approach and need lower bandwidth than the distributed
control where all communications are allowed.
After reviewing a number of architectures for the control of interconnected
and networked control systems considering a widespread industrial application of
distributed, networked and hierarchical solutions, many fundamental problems are
yet to be solved. Moreover, Many theoretical contributions are required to develop
efficient algorithms with guaranteed properties, such as stability and performance
for decentralized networked control systems, where few results are available for
the decentralized control over a network.
1.2 Organization of the thesis
This thesis contains five chapters followed by appendices that cover some impor-
tant control knowledge. In the following we will describe in brief each chapter:
 Chapter 1 which is the introduction.
 Chapter 2 provides a collective survey about different control structures
of decentralized, distributed, hierarchical and networked control for inter-
connected dynamical systems. Attention is focused on the classification of
control approaches and also presents the control extensions for each.
 Chapter 3 investigates a decentralized control approach to dynamical sys-
tems where the control loops are spread over a network. In such a de-
centralized networked control systems (DecNCS), the subsystems are com-
municating with each other over a shared communication network. The
general structure of a decentralized networked control system is described,
along with the main characteristics, major problems, network communica-
tion effects and the techniques of handling lost control data. Also, we have
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presented a generic model for a discrete-time linear system that captures
all network aspects and provides insight into how they influence each other.
A Closed-loop model is derived based on LMI stability conditions. Finally,
simulation of standard system and solution verification were presented.
 Chapter 4, This chapter starts with motivation of improving performance
by coordinating multiple intersections based on different traffic light con-
trol structures over communication links, including the decentralized, quasi-
decentralized, distributed and hierarchical networked control. These struc-
tures are used for signalized traffic multi-intersections control and coordi-
nating, which could be a great application of networked control problem
in the field of the traffic engineering and control. It will also help the de-
signer or the control engineer to achieve certain objectives. Some of these
objectives are to minimize the waiting time during the red light period and
perform better control in the next green cycle, maximize the flow between
consecutive intersections which will minimize the number of stops, mini-
mize the average waiting time during the trip and more will be highlighted
in this chapter. An extensive literature survey was done about all models
used for traffic control problem. A state-space model of traffic dynamics un-
der different control structures is proposed. The model takes into account
the effects of lossy communication links such as networked induced delays,
packet dropout, communication constraints and varying sample intervals.
Also, a sufficient condition for system stability is provided based on LMI.
Finally, detailed simulations for the selected application of different experi-
ments were done on multi signalized intersections control and coordination
with different environments, control strategies and targets (e.g. showing
the effects of network, performance comparison between proposed control
strategies, complexity issues...etc).
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 Chapter 5 include the conclusion and possible future work directions.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
This thesis covered several objectives and all were achieved and to the best of
our knowledge, the problems solved were not dealt within the literature before
in the way it was treated here. The following shows the main objectives and
contributions of the thesis:
1. Comprehensive Literature survey on control strategies.
2. Develop a generic model describing the decentralized, quasi, distributed con-
trol systems over a communication network considering all network side ef-
fects.
3. An observer based controller design that is robust to the communication link
side effects and the related closed Loop models for each control strategy.
4. Develop a sufficient condition for system stability (LMI-based).
5. Compare different types of networked control systems using simple simula-
tion.
6. Comparative Study applied on control application (Signalized Traffic Multi-
Intersections Control (STMIC)) with an extensive and collective survey on
the selected application.
7. Develop a state space model for the signalized intersection control problem
and traffic dynamics that covers the proposed control strategies (Decentral-
ized, Distributed and Quasi-Decentralized) and it must take into account
the effects of lossy communication links.
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8. Present a meaningful discussion on traffic constraints,complexity study and
cycle time.
Also, we will list the publications out of this thesis and the submitted ones.
1. Paper submitted: Title ”New Approach to Decentralized Control
over Communication Networks” to the International Journal of Ro-
bust and Nonlinear Control.
2. Paper submitted Title ”Control Strategies over Communication Net-
work for Signalized Traffic Intersections” to the IEEE Transactions
on Vehicular Technology.
3. Paper submitted: Title Architectures for Distributed and Hierarchi-
cal Networked Control Systems- A Survey , Int. J. Systems Science.
4. Paper submitted and accepted: Title ”Signalized Traffic Intersections
Control with Uncertainties Over Lossy Networks”, to the 4th Inter-
national Conference of Soft Computing and Pattern Recognition, SoCPaR
2012.
5. Book Chapter Published: Title Book title: Wireless Sensor Networks
-Technology and Applications and the Chapter title: Wireless Sen-
sors Network Applications:A Decentralized Approach for Traffic
Control and Management, InTech, ISBN 978-953-51-0676-0, Published
in July 18, 2012.
1.4 Terms and Terminology
In the following, we define some terms that are used in the forthcoming chapters
of this thesis.
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1. Controller: In control theory, a controller is a device, possibly in the form
of a chip, analogue electronics, or computer, which monitors and physically
alters the operating conditions of a given dynamical system to achieve a
desired objective.
2. Sensor: A sensor (also called detector) is a converter that measures a physi-
cal quantity and converts it into a signal which can be read by an observer or
by an (today mostly electronic) instrument. (e.g. A thermocouple converts
temperature to an output voltage which can be read by a voltmeter).
3. Actuator: It is a device which transforms an input signal (e.g. an electrical
signal) into action (e.g. motion). Electrical motors, pneumatic actuators,
hydraulic pistons, relays, comb drives, piezo-electric actuators and electro-
active polymers are some examples of such actuators.
4. Open Loop Controller: An open-loop controller, also called a non-feedback
controller, is a type of controller that computes its input into a system using
only the current state and its model of the system.
5. Closed-Loop Controller: Also, called Feedback Controller, is a process in
which information about the past or the present influences the same phe-
nomenon in the present or future output. As part of a chain of cause-and-
effect that forms a circuit or loop, the event is said to ”fed back” into itself.
6. Nash Equilibrium: A concept of game theory where the optimal outcome
of a game is one where no player has an incentive to deviate from his or
her chosen strategy after considering an opponent’s choice. Overall, an in-
dividual can receive no incremental benefit from changing actions, assuming
other players remain constant in their strategies. A game may have multiple
Nash equilibria or none at all.
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7. Queue/Link Capacity: is defined by the maximum number of vehicles for
link i and it can be determined by the length of link between two intersec-
tions.
8. Cycle: A cycle is a complete sequence of intervals or a complete sequence of
signal indications.
9. Cycle Time: the cycle time Tc is the time required to complete the execu-
tion of all phases for the intersection and it shall be bounded by a certain
maximum value.
10. Cycle offset: defines the starting time of a cycle relative to other traffic lights
and it can be adjusted to let several lights cooperate and lead to green waves.
11. Green Period: or green time Tg is the interval in seconds of green indication
for link or queue at a signalized intersection i shall not exceed certain value
to be fair with other links during the same cycle time.
12. Phase: a phase is any period in a cycle where non-conflicting traffic move-
ments may run. A phase is the part of the cycle assigned to a fixed set
of traffic movements. When any of these movements change, the phase
changes.
13. Yellow Change interval: This is an interval in which yellow indications tell
drivers in the phase with the right-of-way that their movement is about to
lose its right-of-way.
14. Red Clearance interval: This describes the interval when all of the indica-
tions are red and is a safety measure designed to give the oncoming traffic
enough time to clear the intersection before the next phase begins.
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15. Intergreen time: This is the summation of the time allocated to the change
and clearance intervals for a given phase (yellow and all red time).
16. Green Split: how long each phase will have the right of way (green indica-
tion).
17. Effective green time: which is the time that a movement is going, regardless
of the indication shown (i.e. people going on yellow or not going at the start
of a phase). Also, can be defined as the time during which a given traffic
movement or set of movements may proceed; it is equal to the cycle length
minus the effective red time.
18. Saturation flow rate: is the number of vehicles served by a lane for one
hour of green time. In order to determine saturation flow rate, we must
know the headway and saturation headway. Also, can be defined as the
equivalent hourly rate at which previously queued vehicles can traverse an
intersection approach under prevailing conditions, assuming that the green
signal is available at all times and no lost times are experienced.
19. Headway: is the time interval between the passage of successive vehicles
moving in the same lane measured from head to head as they pass a point
on the road.
20. Saturation headway: is the headway of the vehicles in a ”stable moving
platoon” passing through a green light.
21. Change and clearance interval: The yellow plus all-red interval that occurs
between phases of a traffic signal to provide for clearance of the intersection
before conflicting movements are released.
22. Clearance lost time: The time between signal phases during which an inter-
section is not used by any traffic
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23. Control delay: The component of delay that results when a control signal
causes a lane group to reduce speed or to stop; it is measured by comparison
with the uncontrolled condition.
24. Effective red time: The time during which a given traffic movement or set
of movements is directed to stop; it is equal to the cycle length minus the
effective green time.
25. Extension of effective green time: The amount of the change and clearance
interval, at the end of the phase for a lane group, that is usable for movement
of its vehicles.
26. Interval: A period of time in which all traffic signal indications remain
constant.
27. Red time: The period in the signal cycle during which, for a given phase or
lane group, the signal is red
28. Start-up lost time (Startup Delay): The additional time consumed by the
first few vehicles in a queue at a signalized intersection above and beyond
the saturation headway, because of the need to react to the initiation of the
green phase and to accelerate.
29. Total lost time: The total lost time per cycle during which the intersection
is effectively not used by any movement, which occurs during the change
and clearance intervals and at the beginning of most phases.
30. NEMA : The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) is a
trade association with 450 member organizations that sets standards for
the generation, distribution, transmission, control and end-use of electricity.
NEMA works in conjunction with the National Transportation Commu-
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nications for Intelligent Transportation Systems Protocol to set standards
governing traffic signals.
31. Flow (f): Number of vehicles passing a certain point during a given time
period, in vehicles per hour (veh/hr).
32. Speed (v): The rate at which vehicles travel (Km/h)
33. Density (d): Number of vehicles occupying a certain space. Given as veh/m,
d = f/v.
34. Shockwave: Low density traffic meets high density traffic.
1.4.1 Notations and Facts
In the sequel, the Euclidean norm is used for vectors. We use W t and W−1 to
denote the transpose and the inverse of any square matrix W , respectively. We
use W > 0 to denote a symmetric positive definite matrix W and I to denote the
n× n identity matrix. Matrices, if their dimensions are not explicitly stated, are
assumed to be compatible for algebraic operations. In symmetric block matrices
or complex matrix expressions, we use the symbol • to represent a term that is
induced by symmetry.
Sometimes, the arguments of a function will be omitted when no confusion
can arise.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Introduction
A wide class of control systems consists of interconnected controllers, sensors and
actuators that have been successfully implemented using point-to-point architec-
ture where all components are directly wired to various controllers. The goal is
to design flexible systems that can accomplish various tasks with minimum con-
figuration cost, maximum reliability while achieving the desired performance. In
feedback control there are two major operations to be accomplished: the trans-
mission of signals (information flow) back and forth and the calculation of control
actions (decision making). Various control architectures can be implemented to
perform these operations in a real plant: centralized, decentralized and distributed
control architectures. A centralized control system utilizes one centralized con-
troller which collects data from all sensors, computes control decisions, and then
dispatches actuation signals to actuators. It is well known that the centralized
control can provide the best performance since it imposes the least constraints on
the control structure under consideration. However, this structure has a single
point of failure [10] plus the computational and organizational complexity asso-
ciated with centralized controllers often makes their implementation impractical,
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especially for plants with complex dynamics and/or spatially distributed in space
such as the Large Scale System (LSS).
These considerations have eventually motivated significant work on decentral-
ized control [2], where multiple sensors and controllers are placed in a distributed
structure, and the control decisions are made with or without the full set of re-
sponse data. The controller nodes can be closely collocated with system actuators.
The major issue in this structure is due to lack of communication between con-
trollers [34], therefore, the closed-loop performance of the plant may deteriorate,
and in some cases stability may be lost. In this regard, significant research work
[10, 11, 12, 52] has explored in depth the benefits and limitations of decentral-
ized controllers as well as possible ways of overcoming some of their limitations.
Another approach is the distributed control where the communication between
controllers is allowed [154]. It stands nowadays as the technologically efficient
infrastructure for many advanced control strategies in industry that are often
implemented over local and proprietary networks.
However, the great availability and ever-decreasing costs of the networked
technology have been responsible for the replacement of the traditional point-to-
point link for broadcast transmission. That motivates the implementation and
the usage of shared network to connect spatially distributed elements results in
flexible architectures which help in reducing the installation and maintenance
costs. Also, they present better characteristics in terms of modularity, scalability
and offers more design options [1, 5, 66]. By closing the feedback control loop
over a communication network, this will introduce the Networked Control System
(NCS) [23, 26, 67, 68]in which the sensor, the actuator, and the controller are
elements that share information by exchanging messages over the network.
Consequently, this type of control systems have been finding applications in
a broad range of areas such as mobile sensor networks [79], remote surgery [80],
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haptics collaboration over the Internet [81, 82, 83] , automated highway systems,
unmanned aerial vehicles, control of surveillance and rescue robot teams for access
to hazardous environments and space exploration [84, 85]. In such remote control
applications, one major concern is the characterization of a sufficient amount
of information transfer needed for a satisfactory performance. This information
transfer can be between various components of a networked control system. One
necessity for satisfactory control performance is the ability for the controllers
to track the plant states under communication constraints. Another challenge
is the determination of the data rate required for the transmission of control
signals, and the construction of dynamic encoding, decoding, and control policies
meeting some criteria. One more important problem also is the coordination
among multiple sensors or multiple controllers/decision makers with the lowest
information exchange possible. Moreover, the presence of a network in the control
loop has the drawback of introducing time delays in the communications among
field elements. Depending on the network configuration, these delays can exhibit
random behaviour and may even cause variation in the sampling periods, which
in turn, result in a time-varying plant [68, 69]. These delays deteriorate the
performance and even the stability of the system as a whole [70, 71, 72, 75].
Therefore, it is not a trivial task to design communication protocols or ar-
chitectures for control systems since both communication delay and packet loss
negatively impact estimation, closed-loop performance and other parameters of
controlled systems [37]. Currently, communications protocols and networked con-
trol systems are designed separately. In particular, protocols are designed based
on conservative heuristics which, by and large, specify what the maximum time
delay and maximum packet loss should be. The delays may not affect significantly
an open loop control system but for the applications which require feedback data
across the network, the traditional control strategies which can deal with constant
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time delays might not be suitable. Moreover, real-time implementation can in-
troduce non-constant time delay (jitter) in the control loop as the result of tasks
pre-emption and priorities [76, 77]. Each control task contains three parts; sam-
pling, control algorithm and actuation. The jitter can happen in sampling and/or
actuation. The real-time scheduling can affect control system performance be-
cause of the jitter that is imposed by scheduling while the control system design
can affect the real-time scheduling since the period of control task is determined
during the control design stage. Hence, it is required to integrate the design of
control system and real-time scheduling to eliminate the effect of jitter and achieve
the desired requirements.
From these observations few questions arise [4]: How should we design esti-
mators for networked systems that take into account simultaneous random delay
and packet loss? How can we estimate their performance? When is the closed
loop system stable? How can we choose between a communication protocol with
a large packet delay and a small packet loss and a protocol with a small packet
delay and a large packet loss, in terms of best performance of a specific real-
time application? Indeed, the situation becomes compounded when considering
interconnected dynamical systems. From this perspective, the objective of next
sections is to review a number of control architectures such as decentralized, dis-
tributed, networked and hierarchical networked control and providing an overview
for each type.
2.2 Decentralized Control
In this paradigm, the plant is decomposed into a number of simpler subsystems
(typically based on functional and/or time-scale differences of the unit operations)
with interconnections, and a number of local controllers are connected to each
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distributed subsystem with no signal transfer taking place between different local
controllers [10]. Decentralized control of multi-unit plants can reduce complexity
in the controller design and implementation, and can also provide flexibility in
dealing with local controller failures. In a decentralized control system, since each
controller communicates with sensors and actuators in its vicinity, the requirement
on communication range can be significantly reduced, and communication latency
decreases by reducing the number of sensors or actuators that each controller has
to communicate with [34, 35]. As the control decisions are computed and executed
distributively by individual controllers, system redundancy and reliability can also
be improved using decentralized control. On the other hand, since each controller
may only have limited information and longer time delay using communication
medium, the stability and optimality of decentralized control strategies need to
be examined carefully.
In decentralized architectures, the control (input u) and the controlled (output
y) variables are grouped into disjoint sets. These sets are then coupled to produce
non-overlapping pairs for which local controllers are designed to operate in a
completely independent fashion. The local controllers can be single-input single-
output or multivariable (locally centralized) depending on the cardinality of the
selected input and output groups. An example of a perfectly decentralized control
structure is shown in Fig. 2.1, which provides local posterior information to each
controller with no information exchanged between local controllers. Knowledge of
how the control actions of the local controller affect the overall system response
is not known.
The system under control is assumed to be composed by n subsystems, with
states, control and output variables (xi, ui, yi), where i = 1, ..., n , and the in-
teraction between the subsystems is due to the mutual effect of the states. Once
the decentralized controller structure has been defined, the design of the local
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Figure 2.1: Decentralized Control System
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controllers (K1 ..., Kn), becomes a routine task when the interactions among the
inputs and the outputs of different pairs are weak. These interactions can either
be direct (input coupling) or caused by the mutual effects of the internal states
of the subsystems under control. On the contrary, it is well known that strong
interactions can even prevent one from achieving stability and/or performance
with decentralized control.
In many practical situations, complete state measurements are not available
at each individual subsystem for decentralized control; consequently, one has to
consider decentralized feedback control based on measurements only or design
decentralized observers to estimate the state of individual subsystems that can
be used for estimated state feedback control. The general model for a decentral-
ized linear observer that will track the plant states in the presence of bounded
interconnections is shown in the following state equations:
˙˜xi = Aix˜i +Biui + Li(yi − Cix˜i)
˙˜yi = Cix˜i, i = 1, ..., n
(2.1)
Li is the observation gain matrix of i
th subsystem ,x˜ is the state observation
of ith subsystem. Notice that the state observation structure of the global inter-
connected subsystems is completely decentralized since there is no information
transfer between local observers.
The dynamic of the observation error between the ith true state and the ith
observer output is:
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ei = xi − x˜i
(2.2)
The local control law of each subsystem is given by
ui = −Kix˜i(t)
(2.3)
More works also is available in the literature for developing different decen-
tralized techniques such as adaptive, robust and nonlinear decentralized control
[116]-[121].
2.3 Large Scale Systems (LSS)
The large scale systems (LSS) usually are physically distributed over a wide area
and the decentralized controllers are the most applicable control philosophy for
LSS [2]-[9],[114] and this is so because of the information exchange between subsys-
tems of a LSS is not needed; thus, the individual subsystem controllers are simple
and use only locally available information. Large-scale interconnected systems
can be found in such diverse fields such as automated highway systems (AHS),
autonomous vehicle systems (AVS), material handling systems (MHS), air traffic
management systems (ATMS), manufacturing, power generation and distribution
[115]. Designing a centralized control for these systems may not be efficient due
to the natural system’s modularity, which may prevent a viable way of sharing
information across the subsystems, and often it may be too costly when it is im-
plemented. These limitations motivate the design of decentralized control systems
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Figure 2.2: LSS Examples
where the information exchange between interconnected subsystems of large-scale
systems is not required. Thus, the control law implementation is more feasible
and more economical. However, in the decentralized state feedback control, the
state variables are not available or are costly to measure. Therefore, it is necessary
to design a state observer to reconstruct the individual states of each subsystem.
Two broad methods can be used to design observer-based decentralized output
feedback controllers for large scale systems:
 Design local observer and controller for each subsystem independently and
check the stability of the overall closed-loop system. In this method, the
interconnection in each subsystem is regarded as an unknown input.
 Design the observer and controller by posing the output feedback stabiliza-
tion problem as an optimization problem.
The aim of any control design is not only to stabilize the system but also to
ensure satisfactory performance of that system. For linear systems the quadratic
cost is characterized by the LQ (Linear Quadratic) design which offers an optimal
solution. Whereas for nonlinear and/or uncertain systems the guaranteed cost
control, in the presence of admissible nonlinearities and/or uncertainties, ensure
that the closed loop system is asymptotically stable and an upper bound of the
quadratic cost is minimized. Hence, the result of these control designs are char-
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acterized in terms of parameterized algebraic Riccati equations which are may be
difficult to solve.
The large scale interconnected systems characterized by linear subsystems for
which are added nonlinear interconnections, are modeled in [115] and [117] as the
following:
˙˜xi = Aixi +Biui + hi(t, x(t))
yi = Cix˜i, i = 1, ..., n
(2.4)
Where xi is the state vector of i
th subsystem, ui is the control vector of i
th
subsystem, yi is the output vector of i
th subsystem and hi reflects the intercon-
nection term illustrating the nonlinearity of ith subsystem. The matrices Ai, Bi
and Ci denote respectively the state matrix, the control matrix and the output
matrix of each subsystem with the following:
 (Ai, Bi) assumed to be controllable.
 (Ai, Ci) assumed to be observable.
2.4 Quasi-Decentralized Control
To solve the problem where a decentralized control structure cannot provide the re-
quired stability and performance properties, and to avoid the complexity and lack
of flexibility associated with traditional centralized control, a quasi-decentralized
control (partially decentralized and not fully distributed) strategy with minimum
cross-communication between the plant units offers a suitable compromise and
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Figure 2.3: Quasi-decentralized Control System
it provides a way of ensuring partial knowledge of how the local controller is af-
fecting the global system. Most of the signals used for control are collected and
processed locally, although some signals (the total number of which is kept to a
minimum) still need to be transferred between local units and controllers to ade-
quately account for the interactions between the different units and minimize the
propagation of disturbances and process upsets from one unit to another [9].
One of the key problems that need to be addressed in the design of quasi-
decentralized control systems [51, 52] is how to coordinate the control and com-
munication functions and how to account for possible limitations of the communi-
cation medium in the formulation and solution of the control problem especially
if the communication is a shared medium like Ethernet. This is an important
problem in view of the increased reliance in the process industries in recent years
on sensor and control systems that are accessed over communication networks
rather than hardwired.
The design of a quasi-decentralized control [53, 54] strategy that enforces the
desired closed-loop objectives with minimal cross communication between the
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component subsystems is an appealing goal since it reduces reliance on the com-
munication medium and helps save on communication costs. This is an important
consideration particularly when the communication medium is a potentially un-
reliable (e.g. wireless sensor network) where conserving network resources is key
to prolonging the service life of the network.
2.5 Distributed Control
In distributed control structures, like the simple example shown in Fig. 2.4, it is
assumed that the information is transmitted among the local controllers so that
each one of them has knowledge on the behaviour of the others [149]-[154], [127].
The information transmitted, for example, can consist of the future predicted
control or state variables computed locally, so that any local controller can predict
the interaction effects over the considered prediction horizon. A classification can
be made depending on the topology of the communication network. Specifically,
the following cases can be considered:
 Information is transmitted (and received) from any local controller to all the
others (fully connected algorithms).
 Information is transmitted (and received) from any local controller to a given
subset of the others (partially connected algorithms).
Distributed control system consisting of N subsystem discrete-time linear dy-
namic model of the subsystem i can be described as following:
xi(k + 1) =
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
(Aijxj(k)) +Giwi(k)
(2.5)
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Figure 2.4: Distributed Control System
Where xi is the state of the subsystem i at instant k, wi is the white noise
process [27].
A partially connected information structure can be convenient in the case of
large-scale systems made by a great number of loosely connected subsystems. In
these cases, restricting the information exchange among directly interacting sub-
systems produces negligible performance deterioration. An interesting discussion
on this point is covered in [13], where reference is made to chemical processes
composed by subsystems directly interacting only with their neighbours, possibly
with additional recirculating flows. It is apparent that the amount of information
available to the local controllers with iterative algorithms is higher, so that an
overall iterative procedure can be set-up to reach a global consensus on the ac-
tions to be taken within the sampling interval. To this regard however, a further
classification has to be considered:
 Distributed algorithms where each local controller minimizes a local perfor-
mance index (independent algorithms).
 Distributed algorithms where each local controller minimizes a global cost
function (cooperating algorithms).
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between Control Structures
As we have already talked about decentralized, centralized and distributed,
Table 2.5 will show some general features of each type.
2.6 Distributed Control and Game Theory
The relationship between distributed control problems and team decision problems
has recently gained renewed attention in the engineering literature. It has been
shown that a collection of controllers with access to different sets of measurements
can be designed using finite-dimensional convex optimization to act optimally as
a team. Game theory has been used extensively as a quantitative framework for
studying communication networks and distributed control systems among its other
applications in engineering and economics. Game theoretic models provide not
only a basis for analysis but also for design of network protocols and decentralized
control schemes [122]. The non-cooperative game theory has recently spread its
use in engineering work on how to design games such that their outcome satisfies
certain global objectives. Any game has three main components:
 A set of players, N = 1, ..., n
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 Each player has a set of actions, Aij , and the joint action space A =
A1A2......An .
 Each player orders the outcomes according to a utility or payoff function ui,
∀i ∈ N .
All of them are working to achieve the global objective G. When no player
prefers a unilateral deviation to any of its other actions, the game is at a Nash
Equilibrium [124] - [126].
As discussed in [14] by means of game theory considerations it is apparent that
in iterative and independent algorithms each local controller tends to move to-
wards a Nash equilibrium, while iterative and cooperating methods seek to achieve
the Pareto optimal solution provided by an ideal centralized control structure.
However, Nash equilibrium can even be unstable and far from the Pareto optimal
solution, so that specific constraints have to be included in the control problem
formulation to guarantee closed-loop stability. A stability constraint is included in
the problem formulation, although stability can be verified only a-posteriori with
an analysis of the resulting closed-loop dynamics. Then, a minmax [15] approach
aimed at minimizing local cost functions under the worst-case disturbance allows
one to compute parameterized distributed control laws. A team of players are to
optimize a worst case scenario given limited information of natures decision for
each player.
2.7 Networked Control System
The research and developments on shared data networks have a long history
started by principle data networks such as Slotted and ARPANET which were
specially developed around 30 to 40 years ago [123, 128]. Many industrial compa-
nies and institutes have shown interest in applying networks for remote industrial
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Figure 2.6: Advantages and Disadvantages of NCS
control purposes and factory automation because these networks enable remote
data transfers and data exchanges among users, reduce the complexity in wiring
connections, minimize the costs of medias and provide ease in maintenance. As
a result of extensive research and development, several network protocols for in-
dustrial control have been released, for example, Controller Area Network (CAN),
Profibus, Foundation Fieldbus and Device-Net.
Most of these protocols are typically reliable and robust for real-time con-
trol purposes. Meanwhile, the technologies on general computer networks es-
pecially Ethernet have also progressed very rapidly. With the decreasing price,
increasing speed, widespread usages, numerous software and applications, and
well-established infrastructure, these networks became as major competitors to
the industrial networks for control applications. Thus, the control applications
can utilize these networks to perform remote control at much farther distances
than in the past without investing on the whole infrastructure. By having the
feedback control systems loops closed through a shared communication link, then
it is called Networked Control System (NCS).
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Figure 2.7: A Typical NCS Setup and Information Flows
However, the insertion of the communication network in the feedback control
loop makes the analysis and design of an NCS complex. Conventional control the-
ories with many ideal assumptions, such as synchronized control and non-delayed
sensing and actuation, must be re-evaluated before they can be applied to NCSs.
Specifically; the following issues need to be addressed. The first issue is the
network-induced delay [74] (Sensor-to-controller delay and controller-to-actuator
delay) that occurs while exchanging data among devices connected to the shared
medium. This delay, either constant or time varying, can degrade the performance
of control systems designed without considering the delay and can even destabilize
the system [45]. Next, the network can be viewed as a web of unreliable trans-
mission paths. Some packets not only suffer transmission delay but, even worse,
can be lost during transmission. Thus, how such packet dropouts [25]-[38] affect
the performance of an NCS is an issue that must be considered [8]. Another issue
may occur also is when the plant outputs are transmitted using multiple network
packets (so-called multiple-packet transmission), due to the bandwidth and packet
size constraints of the network. Because of the arbitration of the network medium
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with other nodes on the network, chances are that all/part/none of the packets
could arrive by the time of control calculation [5].
Depending on network protocols and scheduling methods, network-induced de-
lays have different characteristics and can be constant, time-varying, or stochastic
[6]. There are essentially three kinds of delays that will affect the system as shown
in Fig. 2.8:
 Communication delay between the sensor and the controller, τsc.
 Computational delay in the controller, τc.
 Communication delay between the controller and the actuator, τca.
Due to these network delay concerns, there are various methodologies which
have been formulated based on several types of network behaviors and configura-
tions to control and maintain the stability of an NCS with different ways to treat
the delay problems [74]-[78], [123]-[129]. These methodologies are listed as below:
 Augmented deterministic discrete-time model methodology.
 Queuing methodology.
 Optimal stochastic control methodology.
 Perturbation methodology.
 Sampling time scheduling methodology.
 Fuzzy logic modulation methodology.
 Event-based methodology.
 End-user control adaptation methodology.
 Robust control methodology.
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Figure 2.8: Control System with Network Induced Delays
 Time-Delay estimator methodology.
 Predictive control methodology.
 Markovian processes methodology.
 Bandwidth management methodology.
In feedback control systems, it is important that the sampled data should be
transmitted within a sampling period in which the stability of control systems
is guaranteed [7]. While a shorter sampling period is preferable in most control
systems, for some purposes it can be lengthened up to a certain bound, maximum
allowable delay bound (MADB), within which stability of the system is guaranteed
in spite of the performance degradation [3]. The more information the controller
can get the better control decision will be executed but this may degrade the
network performance due to the high traffic generated with shorter sample period.
The NCS may have two main configurations [123, 128] or structures:
 Direct/General Structure: The structure is composed of a controller and
several remote systems, each containing a physical plant, sensors and ac-
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Figure 2.9: NCS in the direct structure.
tuators. The controller and the plants are physically located at different
locations and are directly linked by a data network in order to perform
remote closed-loop control as illustrated in Fig 2.9. In a practical imple-
mentation, multiple controllers can be implemented in a single hardware
unit to manage multiple NCS loops in the direct structure. An example of
this structure is the direct current (DC) motor speed control system.
 Hierarchal/Multi-Level Structure: This structure may consist of a main
controller and several remote closed-loop subsystems as shown in Fig. 2.10.
Each of the subsystem contains a set of sensors, a set of actuators, and a
controller by itself. These system components are attached to the same con-
trol plant. In this case, a subsystem controller receives a set point from the
central controller. The remote system then processes the reference signal
to perform local closed-loop control and returns sensor measurement to the
main controller for networked closed-loop control. Periodically, the main
controller computes and sends the reference signal in a frame or packet via
a network to the remote system. The networked control loop usually has
a longer sampling period than the local control loop since the remote con-
troller is supposed to satisfy the reference signal before processing the newly
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Figure 2.10: NCS in the hierarchical structure.
arrived reference signal. This structure is widely used in several applications
including mobile robots and tele-operation.
Both structures have different advantages but the second structure is more
modular, control loop is simpler to be reconfigured and has better interaction
because data are transmitted to components directly. A controller in the first
structure which can observe and process every measurement, whereas a (central)
controller in the second structure may have to wait until the set point is satisfied
to transfer the complete measurements, status signals, or alarm signals.
Also, when we talk about NCS, it is possible to discuss it as band-limited com-
munication channels for control loops. The channel is digital and due to the finite
word length effects only a finite number of bits can be transmitted over the channel
at any transmission instant. The main issue in control (stabilization) of systems
with such channels is that of quantization and we use the term quantized control
systems (QCS) [155, 158] to denote systems exhibiting this feature. Another sce-
nario if we consider the channel as a serial bus and only a subset of sensors and/or
actuators can transmit their data over the channel at each transmission instant
(in this case, the quantization effects are ignored). The main issue in this class
of systems is time scheduling of transmissions of various signals in the system. In
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Figure 2.11: NCS subjected to Quantization
Figure 2.12: Uniform quantizer q
addition, if we are assuming that the control loop has to be implemented using a
bit-rate limited channel in the plant to controller [156] communication link, then ,
the plant output measurements have to be quantized prior to transmission. Some
ideas from the signal processing literature were borrowed and employ a feedback
quantizer to encode the plant output. Using a fixed signal-to-noise ratio additive
noise model for quantization errors, it is possible to show how to design the feed-
back quantizer to systematically reduce the impact of quantization on closed loop
performance, as measured by the tracking error variance.
From Fig. 2.11 we have the plant P is a discrete-time linear time-invariant
(LTI) system, The controller-encoder sends to the communication channel at time
t a control packet composed of potential quantized control inputs for the current
and (N1) step future time instants, the quantizer q can be a static uniform quan-
tizer (see Fig. 2.12), where the parameter d represents the step size or fineness of
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the quantization, and M = 2m+ 1 is the number of the quantization levels. The
buffer Buff decides the actuator input based on the received channel symbols.
The state b(t) of the buffer is updated whenever the buffer receives the packet.
Finally, NCS have been attracting significant interest in the past few years
and will continue to do so for the years to come. With the advent of cheap, small,
and low-power processors with communication capabilities, it becomes possible to
endow sensor and actuators with processing power and the ability to communi-
cate with remote controllers through multi-purpose networks. In view of this, we
conjecture that in the near future NCSs will become the norm, replacing the cur-
rent fixed-rate digital control systems that rely on dedicated connections between
sensors, controllers, and actuators.
2.8 Decentralized Networked Control Systems
A system is said to be decentralized if there are multiple decision makers in the
system (e.g., controllers) and these decision makers have access to different and
imperfect information with regard to the system they operate in, and they need
to either cooperate or compete with each other. In such control systems, one ma-
jor concern is the characterization of a sufficient amount of information transfer
needed for a satisfactory performance. This information transfer can be between
various components of a networked control system and it will be called Decentral-
ized Networked Control System (DecNCS). One necessity for satisfactory control
performance is the ability for the controllers to track the plant states under com-
munication constraints. One other challenge is the determination of the data rate
required for the transmission of control signals, and the construction of dynamic
encoding, decoding, and control policies meeting certain conditions. Another
important problem is the coordination among multiple sensors or multiple con-
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Figure 2.13: Decentralized Networked Control System
trollers/decision makers with the lowest information exchange possible which is
the case in decentralized control system.
DecNCS combine the advantages of the NCS and the decentralized control
systems. Such a combination enables to cut unnecessary wiring, reduces the com-
plexity and cost of the overall system when designing and implementing control
systems. DecNCS is an emerging research field for which developments are still on
going to overcome several challenges raised by NCSs [41]-[43]. The control system
stability in such system will require more attention to maintain the system sta-
bility [46]-[50] considering constraints like limited bandwidth or limited capacity
channels, data rate constraints and multi controllers systems [44, 45].
2.9 Distributed Networked Control Systems
When the control loops are closed over a real-time or lossy communication net-
work, then this may introduce a new term called Distributed Networked Control
System (DNCS) [27]-[29] as in Fig. 2.14. In a DNCS, a given subsystem uses its
state and the states of its immediate neighbors to determine its control action [30]
where the information is exchanged via the communication network also. Con-
necting the distributed control system components via a network can effectively
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Figure 2.14: Distributed Networked Control System
reduce the complexity of the systems with nominal economical investments mak-
ing the system scalable with efficient sharing of data [31]. Some parameters like
induced delays, bit rate, packet size, packets drop, bandwidth and sampling time
will require more focus while designing the DNCS controllers. The best examples
of such system include ad-hoc wireless sensor networks and a network of mobile
agents. However, the time complexity of the exact method can be exponential in
the number of communication links.
The exchange of information among local controllers can be made according
to different protocols:
 Information is transmitted (and received) by the local controllers only once
within each sampling time (non-iterative/aperiodic algorithms).
 Information can be transmitted (and received) by the local controllers many
times within the sampling time (iterative/periodic algorithms).
Going back to equation 2.5 from [27], we can see modified model considering
that there is a communication between plants over a lossy communication network
but it focus on packets drop only .
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xi(k + 1) =
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
(ZijAijxj(k)) +Giwi(k)
(2.6)
Where Zij is a random variable and it will be 1 at each time instant k a packet
is received successfully by plant j from plant i , otherwise it is zero.
2.10 Wireless Networked Control System
Building a distributed or decentralized control system supported by a wireless net-
work is a challenging task that requires a new design approach to both systems.
Several problems, for instance, security, authentication, energy supply, signal path
loss, transceiver operation mode, packet delay and dropout etc, are explored in
[108] for implementation of wireless networks in industrial applications. Wireless
Communication Standards like IEEE 802.11 [130], IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee and
IEEE 802.15.1/Bluetooth are used for WNCS. Most WNCS researches are based
on mainly IEEE 802.11 standards and support data rates 1, 2, 11, 54 Mbps. IEEE
802.11 uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
as Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol [110]. However, contention based pro-
tocols, e.g., CSMA/CA, are not appropriate for real time communication as they
require handshaking among the nodes [111] and do not guarantee bounded packet
delay. For the Zigbee it is used for low distance, < 10m , and it has two types
for high data rates with QoS and low data rates with low power consumption.
Bluetooth offers low cost and low power requirement with a high degree of ver-
satility. It has been used in some industrial applications such as sensor devices
for monitoring, driver hands-free calling etc. Routing protocols determines how
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routes are established in wireless network and can be classified into Proactive and
Reactive (on demand) protocols. A proactive protocol keeps up-to-date routing
table by constantly requesting update information and sharing routing tables.
The disadvantage of this strategy is that it produces huge traffic in the network
[112, 113]. Destination Sequenced Distance Vector routing (DSDV) is an example
of proactive protocol for ad hoc networks. Reactive protocol attempts to establish
a route when a node wishes to send a packet and there is no valid route in the
route table. Routes are maintained until the destination becomes unreachable or
the route is no longer required. The advantage is that less traffic is generated in
the network. However, they have the disadvantages such as there is a delay in
sending the packet and existing routes can become invalid without the node being
made aware of it. Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) are the examples of reactive protocol.
End to end connection type Communication over wireless network can be per-
formed using either Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Pro-
tocol (UDP). TCP/IP is not suitable for it as it uses connection oriented packet
transfer. On the other hand, UDP offers low overheads as it does not main-
tain connections and discards obsolete or lost packets. Therefore, it is preferable
for networked control applications. The other issue with wireless is the security
where the wireless networks inherently suffer from security problems as signals
are broadcast to all receivers. Two types of security issues can be identified: Sig-
nal integrity and Authentication. For Signal integrity the main concern comes
from the interference from other radio transmitters. This problem can be cru-
cial for IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth technology as they both use the unlicensed
ISM 2.4 GHz band. However, the spread spectrum techniques implemented by
the standards can mitigate the interference in most cases. Moreover, as radio
signals can be received by all nearby receivers, unauthorised users can exploit
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the resources of WNCS. The IEEE 802.11 standard offers a WLAN authentica-
tion mechanism called Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) from the MAC layer.
However, the security provided is not adequate. On the other hand, current Blue-
tooth technology specifies security in link layer and application developers have
to choose the required security method. Again, Bluetooth security is not strong
enough to exchange sensitive data.
2.11 Multi Agents Control System
The co-design of control, computing and communication for complex networked
control systems requires a new vision on complexity and new concepts and tools
that will allow the designers to analyze and simulate how timing affects control
performances and to determine the optimal structure of the hybrid distributed
system with computing and communication constraints. New methods based on
multi-agent systems [98]-[100] could be used effectively for designing, modeling,
simulating, and analyzing complex structures. Recently, the study on multi-agent
systems has received more attention due to its wide potential applications, such
as platooning of vehicles in the urban transportation [101, 102], the operation
of the multiple robots [103], autonomous underwater vehicles [104, 105] and the
formation of aircrafts in military affairs [106, 107]. Investigations for multi-agent
systems begin with studying the behaviour of a large number of interacting agents
with a common group objective.
2.12 Coordinated Hierarchical Control
An alternative to the distributed control schemes consists of two levels hierarchical
control structures [16]-[108], like the one shown in Fig. 2.15 for the example al-
ready considered in the previous sections. In this two-level structure, an algorithm
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at the higher level coordinates the actions of local controllers placed at a lower
level. The basic idea is to describe the overall system under control as composed
by a number of subsystems linked through some interconnecting variables, i.e. the
inputs of a given subsystem are the outputs or the states of another one. Then,
for any subsystem an optimization problem is solved to minimize a suitable local
cost function under local state, input and output constraints. If the computed
local solutions satisfy the constraints imposed by the interconnecting variables, if
there is coherence among the values of the interconnecting variables computed by
the local controllers, the procedure is concluded. Otherwise, an iterative ”price
coordination” method is used: the coordinator sets the prices, which coincide with
the Lagrange multipliers of the coherence constraints in the global optimization
problem, by assuming as given the state, input and output variables defined by
the local regulators. In turn, these optimal prices are sent to the low level lo-
cal optimizers which take them as given and recomputed the optimal trajectories
of the state, input and output variables over the considered prediction horizon.
The iterations are stopped when the interconnecting variables satisfy the required
coherence conditions. This conceptual iterative procedure must be specialized to
guarantee its convergence as well as some properties of the resulting final solution.
Finally, it must be noted that similar two-level structures are widely used in
the intensive stream of research in computer science and in artificial intelligence
related to the so-called ”autonomous agents. Basically, a number of agents must
negotiate their actions through a ”negotiator” until a consensus on their actions
is attained, see e.g. [19]. In Fig. 2.16, a communication network is introduced
in the coordinated hierarchal control system which brings all NCS issues to this
type of control.
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Figure 2.15: Hierarchical Control for Coordination of MIMO system.
Figure 2.16: Hierarchical Networked Control for Coordination of MIMO system
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2.13 Hierarchical Control of Multi Layers Sys-
tems
In hierarchical multilayer systems, the control action is performed by a number
of controllers working at different time scales [9]. This can be useful at least in
two cases: when the overall process under control is characterized by different
dynamic behavior, i.e. by slow and fast dynamics, or in plantwide optimization
when optimization and control algorithms working at a different rates compute
both the optimal targets and the effective control actions to be applied. Industrial
examples include a waste water treatment plant and a greenhouse control problem
[20, 21, 36]. In these cases, the control can be performed at two different time
scales. We can categorize the multilayer systems into the following:
2.13.1 Hierarchical control of multi time scale systems
A controller acting at lower frequencies computes both the control actions (uslow)
of the manipulated variables which have a long-term effect on the plant, i.e. the
”slow” control variables, and the reference values of the ”fast” control variables,
state variables and output variables (ureffast;xreffast; yreffast), respectively. A
second controller takes these reference values as inputs and computes the ”fast”
control variables ufast solving a tracking problem at a higher rate. A conceptual
scheme of this architecture for a two-layers structure is shown in Fig. 2.17.
2.13.2 Control of Systems with Hierarchical Structure
Many industrial, economical or sociological systems can be described by a hi-
erarchical structure where the highest layer of the hierarchy corresponds to a
dynamical system with slow dynamics. This system can be controlled by look-
ing at its behavior over a long time scale, and its computed control inputs must
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Figure 2.17: Control of System with Slow and Fast Dynamics
be effectively provided by subsystems placed at lower layers of the hierarchy and
characterized by faster dynamics. In turn, these subsystems must be controlled
at a higher rate and can be placed at an intermediate layer of the hierarchy. An
example of a three layer structure is shown in Fig. 2.18. As a matter of fact, in
these structures the regulator at a higher layer computes its desired control inputs,
which are the reference signals of the immediately lower layer [160]. Moreover,
the controllers of the subsystems at the lower layer must guarantee the solution of
the corresponding tracking problems with an adequate level of accuracy, so that
the mismatch between what is required by the higher level and what is provided
by the lower one does not destroy some fundamental properties, such as stability
and performance. From a control engineering point of view, this multilayered hi-
erarchical structure corresponds to a classical cascade feedback control system as
in Fig. 2.19.
2.13.3 Hierarchical Control for Plant-wide Optimization
In the process industry it is common to design the overall control system ac-
cording to the hierarchical structure shown in Fig.2.20. At the higher layer, real
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Figure 2.18: Hierarchical Structure of a Three Layer System
Figure 2.19: Three Layers Cascade Control Structure
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time optimization (RTO), [160] which plays a fundamental role in process con-
trol, is performed to compute the optimal operating conditions with respect to a
performance index representing an economic criterion. At this stage a detailed,
although static, physical nonlinear model of the system is used. At the lower
layer a simpler linear dynamic model of the same system, often derived by means
of identification experiments, is used to design a controller guaranteeing that the
target values transmitted from the higher layer are attained. Also in this case, the
lower level can transmit bottom-up information on constraints and performance.
Moreover, the controller design shall take care of constraints arising from closing
the control loop over a shared communication network.
Figure 2.20: Hierarchical Structure for Plant-wide Control and Optimization
2.13.4 Hierarchical Control System for Dynamic Resource
Management
The hierarchical control system uses a set of utility functions to evaluate the per-
formance of strings and missions in the system against current resource allocations
[55]. The control system also uses the utility estimation function to estimate the
desirability of various control actions with respect to the future performance and
utility of the system. The control system chooses control actions that would result
in a higher level of estimated utility [16]. If the system has enough unused system
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resources, the system could allocate resources to previously un-deployed missions
or application strings to boost its overall utility and performance. Conversely, if
resource contention were occurring due to an over deployment of missions (pos-
sibly due to resource failure among other possible causes), then the performance
and utility of the deployed missions would drop. A drop in the measured utility
indicates to the controllers that the allocation of resources should be adjusted in
an attempt to relieve the resource contention and raise the measured utility. The
control system uses a hierarchical control [22] philosophy that is fundamentally
bottom-up. The low level controllers are generally fast and responsive, while the
high level controllers have the ability to take more aggressive control actions. Be-
cause higher level control actions are more invasive, the higher level controllers
take more time to better estimate which of their control actions will maximize
their local utility. Because local controllers in this design attempt to greedily
maintain their local utility, the bottom-up control philosophy limits local, fast
utility gains that are potentially detrimental to the overall system utility.
String controllers perform fast low-level tuning of quality and throughput in or-
der to maintain their local string utility. If a string controller is unable to maintain
its local utility, its mission controller performs limited resource re-deployments to
benefit local strings. If a mission controller is unable to maintain its local utility,
the mission controller sends a request to the system controller to re-initialize sys-
tem resources. The system controller has the ability to request that the Infrastruc-
ture Allocator perform a full re-initialization of system resources if the controllers
are unable to take any action that would sufficiently raise the measured system
utility. The controllers interact with each other through direct communications,
but the controllers receive information about system resources or performance
through resource status.
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Figure 2.21: The Control Hierarchy
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CHAPTER 3
OBSERVER-BASED
DECENTRALIZED
NETWORKED CONTROL
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, we investigate a decentralized control approach to dynamical
systems where the control loops are spread over a network. In such a decentralized
networked control systems (DecNCS), the subsystems are communicating to each
other over a shared communication network. The properties of the network such as
delay, packet dropout, varying sample interval and induced errors are considered in
the design of the control system. These properties add restrictions and difficulties
in the control loop that are not present in traditional control loops. Also, the
general structure of a decentralized networked control system is described, the
main characteristics, major problems, network communication parameters and
the techniques of handling lost control data. Simulation applied on standard
system and numerical verification also presented.
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3.2 Introduction
A decentralized networked control system (DecNCS) is a class of decentralized
control systems in which the different components (units) are connected over
shared communication channels or a data network. It is envisioned that there
is a data link between the sensors (which collect information), controllers (which
make decisions), and actuators (which apply the controller commands) [42, 43]. In
general, a system is said to be decentralized if there are multiple decision makers
in the system (for example, sensors, controllers, encoders)and these decision mak-
ers have access to different and imperfect information with regard to the system
they operate in, and they need to either cooperate or compete with each other.
Such systems are becoming ubiquitous, with applications ranging from automobile
and inter-vehicle communications design, control of surveillance and rescue robot
teams for access to hazardous environments, space exploration and aircraft design,
among many other fields of applications [44]-[46]. In such control applications, one
major concern is the characterization of a sufficient amount of information transfer
between/ various components of DecNCS (see Fig. 3.1) needed for a satisfactory
performance. Several necessities for satisfactory control performance are the abil-
ity for the controllers to track the plant state under communication constraints,
the determination of the data rate required for the transmission of control signals,
and the construction of dynamic encoding, decoding, and control policies meeting
some criteria [47]. Another important problem is the coordination among mul-
tiple sensors or multiple controllers/decision makers with the lowest information
exchange possible. Even in cases when communication resources are not scarce,
a strong understanding of the fundamentals can be useful in the system architec-
ture, and finally, such an insight can help reduce the computation requirements
and complexity.
The insertion of a communication network can substantially improve the flex-
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Figure 3.1: A decentralized networked control system
ibility and fault-tolerance of an industrial control system, in addition to reducing
the installation, material/labor cost, reconfiguration, maintenance time and costs
[1, 5]. Currently, process control systems utilize dedicated,wired control networks
to achieve key closed-loop properties like stability, set point tracking and robust-
ness to disturbances. Robustness and reliability are major concerns because the
interference in the process control field and the consequence of a failure can be
severe. Interference caused by environmental events and other signals impacts
timely data transmits which directly challenges the objective of real-time process
control [25, 132]. Timing scheme uses clock-driven sensing and actuation with
event-driven control and the control loop can adapt to varying network condi-
tions [86]. Moreover, the network-induced delay considered in [13] is composed
of the sensor-to-controller delay and the controller-to-actuator delay as well as
the computation delay and can be slowly or quickly time-varying. Then, a con-
troller design method is proposed based on a delay-dependent approach. The
effect of unreliable channels have on overall system performance assuming that
there are no quantization errors been shown in [44]. The optimal H2 design of
semi-decentralized controllers [26, 133] is considered for a special class of spa-
tially distributed systems. This class includes spatially invariant and distributed
discrete-time systems with an inherent temporal delay in the interaction of neigh-
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boring sites [134]. Another approach introduces robust stabilization of discrete-
time delay systems under non-linear perturbations and this is transformed to a
constrained convex optimization. Sufficient conditions on the existence of state
feedback controllers are established in terms of Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI),
which guarantee stability of the closed-loop system and at the same time, maxi-
mize the non-linearity bound [121].
For a group of Lagrangian vehicle systems with directed communication graph
topology, the cooperative tracking control problem is investigated in [136] where
all the vehicles can have different dynamics. A design method for a distributed
adaptive protocol is given which guarantees that all the networked systems syn-
chronize to the motion of a target system. A methodology to control multi-agent
systems is provided in [137] where the stability of evolving agent populations is
investigated through simulation. In [138], the problem of stability analysis is inves-
tigated for switched neural networks with time-varying delay by taking advantage
of the average dwell time method. Using linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach,
two sufficient conditions are developed to ensure the global exponential stability
of the considered neural networks. A decentralized H∞ fuzzy filter design for non-
linear interconnected systems with multiple time delays via T-S fuzzy models is
introduced in [139]. The asymptotic stability and a prescribed H∞ performance
index are guaranteed for the overall filtering error system. A guaranteed cost
networked control (GCNC) method for T-S (Takagi Sugeno) fuzzy systems with
time delays is developed in [140], where the state feedback controller is designed
via the networked control system (NCS) theory. The problem of guaranteed cost
control for TS fuzzy dynamic systems with interval parameter uncertainties is
further investigated in [141] based on the instrumental idea of delay dividing.
In this work, we consider several network side effects because the controllers
are communicating to the plants over a shared communication network. The
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basic features of the controller will be used are discrete, decentralized and output
observer based type. The controller will do a control over network not through
network and design shall consider the following:
1. Uncertain time delays due to communication, processing and queuing.
2. Transmission constraints where not all outputs and inputs can be transmit-
ted at the same time.
3. Quantization Error.
4. Fixed and Varying Sampling Intervals.
5. Sampling interval selection.
6. Unreliable transmission and Packets dropout.
7. Network induced Errors.
8. Interconnected Communication.
3.3 State-Feedback Control
State feedback is a time-domain based approach to controller design using state-
space plant models. It was very popular among control researchers in the sixties
and the seventies, which resulted in an impressive body of knowledge including
optimal control. Perhaps one of the biggest benefits of state feedback over classical
loopshaping was that it could directly handle MIMO plants.
One of the original objectives of state feedback was pole placement. We know
that the eigenvalues of the A matrix for a state-space system (A,B,C,D) corre-
spond to the poles of its transfer function
G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B +D (3.1)
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So the idea was to use the state vector as the input to a constant controller
matrix K is order to change the location of the eigenvalues of A to other more
desirable locations in the complex plane. A more remarkable result is the Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) which is an optimal state feedback controller with
respect to a particular objective function. Of course the state variables can’t
always be measured in practice. This led to the development of state observers
whose purpose was to compute an estimate of the state vector which was then
used in a regular state feedback configuration. The Kalman filter, bearing the
name of its inventor, is an optimal state observer which was developed in the
setting of stochastic systems. It can be used in a deterministic setting as well.
Finally, the combination of LQR state feedback and the Kalman filter forms
what is called the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller, which represented
the culmination of two decades of research on the state-space approach to control
design. A problem remained with LQG controllers though, and this was noticed
in the early eighties: they are not robust. This is why their acceptance in industry
had been somewhat slow.
let us consider the state-space system
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) (3.2)
A typical block diagram for a state feedback regulator on this plant model is
shown in Fig. 3.2.
The constant real matrix K multiplies the state vector to generate the control
signal u(t) in the state feedback law u = −Kx . One can readily see that the
setup in Fig. 3.2, violates the principle that only measured signals collected in
y(t) are available for feedback. Therefore, state feedback can be directly applied
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Figure 3.2: State feedback diagram
only if the C matrix is square and invertible.
Another issue need to be mentioned here which is the Controllability that
addresses the issue of whether the set of actuators can control the state of the
plant.
Definition 3.1 An LTI state-space system is controllable if, given any constant
target state x1 and any time T , there exists an input signal u(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T
taking the initial state x(0) = 0 to x(T ) = x1 . If a process is uncontrollable, then
there isn’t much one can do, apart from redesigning the process itself or adding
actuators to obtain controllability.
Controllability of the state-space system (A,B,C,D) can be tested using the
following result: (A,B,C,D) is controllable iff the controllability matrix C :=
[B AB...... An−1B] has full rank n .
Another issue is the Observability which addresses whether the set of sensors
can ”observe” the state of the plant.
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Definition 3.2 An LTI state-space system (A,B,C,D) is observable (or, in
short, the pair (A,C) is observable) if, given any initial state x(0) = x0 , the initial
state can be uniquely reconstructed from knowledge of the input u(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T
and the output y(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T for any time T > 0 .
Again, if a process is unobservable through the sensors, then there may be
state trajectories that don’t appear at the measured output. Hence the process
can’t be properly monitored or controlled. One would need to redesign the process
or add sensors in judicious locations to obtain observability.
Observability of the state-space system (A,B,C,D) can be tested using the
following result:
(A,B,C,D) is observable iff the observability matrix [ C CA .... CAn−1 ]′ has
full rank n .
3.4 Observer-Based Control
The objective of state estimation is, as the name implies, to provide an estimate
xˆ(t) of the state vector x(t) from measurement of the output y(t) . An estimate of
the state of a system finds different applications in industry such as plant monitor-
ing (smart sensors), fault detection, navigation and obviously state feedback. The
term observer is used for state estimators as they ”observe” the state through the
output of the system. We will deal with deterministic (as opposed to stochastic)
observers. Even the Kalman filter, which is an optimal stochastic observer, can
be derived in a deterministic framework, making things much simpler.
The state observer produces an estimate of the entire state vector from mea-
surement of the output and input signals. Consider the state-space system rep-
resenting the plant whose state is not completely measured, and for which both
the state and the output are corrupted by the deterministic noise signals w and v
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Figure 3.3: State Observer diagram
, respectively:
x˙(t) = Ax+Bu+ w
y = Cx+ v (3.3)
Assume that we know the state-space matrices of the plant with perfect ac-
curacy. The state-space system describing the dynamics of the observer is as
follows:
˙ˆx = Axˆ+Bu+ L(y − yˆ)
yˆ = Cxˆ (3.4)
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which can be rewritten as the following;
˙ˆx = (A− LC)xˆ+ Ly +Bu
yˆ = Cxˆ (3.5)
The goal is to design the observer gain L such that the state estimate will track
the state. This can be expressed in terms of the state-space system governing the
evolution of the error:
e(t) := x(t)− xˆ(t) (3.6)
A bit of algebra shows that this system is given by:
e˙(t) := (A− LC)e+ w + Lv (3.7)
Therefore, it suffices to find a matrix L such that all the eigenvalues of (A−LC)
(the poles of the observer) are in the open left half-plane to ensure that the error
will tend to zero when the noises are zero. Note that this is true even for quickly
varying inputs since (3.7) doesn’t depend on the input signal. A fast observer
is obtained with a ”large” matrix gain L . For systems with a single output,
the technique of pole placement can be used to design L (a column vector) with
the difference that the state-space system (A,B,C, 0) should be expressed in an
observable canonical form first.
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3.5 Problem Definition
We consider a class of linear continuous-time systems represented by:
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) (3.8)
where x(t) ∈ <n is the state vector; u(t) ∈ <m is the control input, and
y(t) ∈ <q is the output vector, which represents the real measured output taken
directly from the plant G. This is an ideal presentation of system model without
the presence of the network which is our focus in this study. The same model in
(3.2) will have some changes in the presentation due to the network effects. For
example, the actual control input will be uˆ that control the plant after considering
the network effects on it or we can call it the network version of original control
signal u. Similarly, the output measurement that sent from the plant back to the
controller over the network will be yˆ = Cxˆ which is the network version of y.
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Buˆ(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) (3.9)
All decentralized controllers Ki, i = 1, ..., n, are communicating with sensors
and actuators over a shared network. Each plant Gi is controlled by discrete time
observer based controller. The plant model which is described in (3.3) will be
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discretized with a zero order hold to:
xk+1 = Adxk +Bduk
yk = Cxk
Ad = e
Ah, Bd = [
∫ h
0
eAs ds ]B (3.10)
where xk = x(tk) = x(kh), yk = y(tk) = y(kh) and tk are discrete points of time
and k is an integer time index. The distance in time between each point of time
is the time-step, denoted here by h, which is the sampling interval h = tk − tk−1.
The discrete time control input uˆk is available at the plant at time t = tk.
Basically what is modeled up to now is for one system and since we have a
number of systems connected in decentralized structure then we need to consider
the interconnection term as the following with the superscript i used to indicate
subsystem i:
xik+1 = A
i
dx
i
k +B
i
duˆ
i
k +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jd xˆ
j
k
yik = C
i
dx
i
k +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ci,jd xˆ
j
k
uˆik = K
ixˆik +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Kijxˆjk (3.11)
The interconnection term Ai,jd xˆ
j
k, j 6= i describes how the dynamics of the
ith unit are influenced by the jth unit in the plant. Note from the summation
notation that each processing unit can in general be connected to all other units
in the plant. Also, the system is decentralized which means that the interactions
between subsystems shall be as minimum as possible to make the decentralized
design successful. The term Kixˆik in the control law equation represents the local
feedback component responsible for stabilizing the ith subsystem in the absence
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of interconnections, and
∑N
j=1,j 6=iK
ijxˆjk is a ”feed forward” component that com-
pensates for the effect of the jth neighboring subsystem on the dynamics of the
ith unit. Note in this regard that the implementation of the control law requires
the availability of state measurements from both the local subsystem that is be-
ing controlled as well as the other connected units. It is significant to observe
that a choice of Kij = 0 reduces the control strategy to a fully decentralized one
where only measurements of the process variables of the ith unit are collected
and processed with no signal transfer taking place across the network from other
systems.
All communication between sensors, actuators and controllers are going over
a shared communication network. The sensors and controller nodes are clock-
driven while actuator is event-driven and it can be also a clock-driven. This
means that the controller will not compute new control command until it receives
the sensors’ measurements and the actuator continues using the old command
until new one has arrived. By event-driven we mean that the node starts its
activity when an event occurs, for instance, when it receives information from
another node over the data network. Clock-driven means that the node starts its
activity at a pre-specified time, for instance, the node can run periodically. In the
following subsections we will highlight the impacts of having the communication
between the system components over a shared network and try to explain each
effect separately with details.
3.6 Network Effects
3.6.1 Induced Delays
Communication over shared network causes time delays in various sections of Dec-
NCS. These time delays cannot be neglected, especially when the time constant
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of the controlled plant is short and the order of the plant model is high because
they may affect network QoS and degrade control performance. The delays can
be classified into different types using different classification criteria. It can be
categorized from the direction of data transfers as the sensor-to-controller delay,
computation delay in the controller and the controller-to-actuator delay. Also,
it can be separated as device delay and network delay where the device delay is
divided into several subtypes of delays. There are several factors that may affect
the network time delays like the network load, network schedule, network band-
width, size of the messages and message priority. Back to delays classifications,
in the first classification, there are essentially three kinds of delays that will affect
the system:
 Communication delay between the sensor and the controller, τsc.
 Computational delay in the controller, τc.
 Communication delay between the controller and the actuator, τca.
For a discrete-time system representation we can use the following indications,
τ ksc, τ
k
c , τ
k
ca to show the delay at certain time instant k. The computational delay
of the controller is very small and it can be neglected or added it as a part of τca
delay. As a result, the round trip time for packet in control loop can be shown as
sum of τsc and τca, which we have used in our work, that is:
τ krt = τ
k
sc + τ
k
ca (3.12)
Another way is to calculate τca and τsc, as shown in 3.13.
τsc = τcs − τse, τca = τas − τce (3.13)
where
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 τse : time instant when remote sensor encapsulates the measurement into
sent packet,
 τcs : time instant when controller starts processing the delivered measure-
ment packet,
 τce : time instant when main controller encapsulates the control signal into
sent packet,
 τas : time instant when remote system starts processing the control signal.
Moreover, the delays τsc and τca are composed of at least the following parts:
 Waiting time delay τw : is the time of which a source (the main controller or
the remote system) has to wait for queuing and network availability before
actually sending a frame or a packet out. Also it can be called queuing delay
τq.
 Frame time delay τF : is the time during the moment that the source is
placing a frame or a packet on the network.
 Propagation delay τP : is the delay for a frame or a packet traveling through
a physical media. It depends on the speed of signal transmission and the
distance between the source and destination.
These delay parts are fundamental delays that occur on a communication
network. When the control or sensory data travel across networks, there can
be additional delays such as the queuing delay at a switch or a router, and the
propagation delay between network hops. The delays τca and τsc also depend on
other factors such as maximal bandwidths from protocol specifications, and frame
or packet sizes.
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Figure 3.4: Control system with instantaneous input-to-output latency
Figure 3.5: Network induced delays that make input-to-output latency > 0
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Figs 3.4 and 3.5 show systems with short or constant time delays, which means
that the delay is less than one sampling period and this, makes (3.10) in the
following form:
xk+1 = Adxk +Bd0(τ
k
rt)uˆk +Bd1(τ
k
rt)uˆk−1
yk = Cxk
Ad = e
Ah,
Bd0 =
∫ h−τkrt
0
eAs ds B,
Bd1 =
∫ h
h−τkrt
eAs ds B (3.14)
The control samples uk and uk−1 were applied during the [k− 1, k] period (see
Fig. 3.5) and it is shown as a network version since it is being sent over a network.
Considering the N interconnected term, then (3.14) will be:
xik+1 = Aix
i
k + Φiuˆ
i
k + Θiuˆ
i
k−1 +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jxˆ
j
k
yˆik = Cix
i
k +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ci,jxˆ
j
k
uˆik = K
ixik +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Kijxˆjk (3.15)
where Φi = Bd0(τ
k
rt), Θi = Bd1(τ
k
rt), Ai = A
i
d are used for simplicity in exposi-
tion. It must be observed that we have not considered the delay explicitly in the
interconnection term due to the fact that if it was not occurring within the same
sampling period, it will be eventually ignored. In general, if the delay is less than
one sampling interval h for the system i, we can estimate the maximum delay as
h. However, when the delays are longer than one sampling interval h, in this case
the delayed packets will be drop.
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3.6.2 Packets Dropout
From (3.11), if the delay τ krt > h for a packet, then it will be lost. This means
that it is not arrived before the end of the sample period. Let us introduce two
parameters to be used for the packets drop formulation, namely αk and βk, where
αk, βk ∈ {0, 1}. At time instant k the following could happen:
 Sensor packet is lost, which implies that βk = 0,
 Control command packet is lost, which implies that αk = 0
The assumption used here is that the actuator uses the previous control command
uˆk−1 if the current control command uk has not reached. In normal situation, it
will use the most recent control input that remains active until new one arrives.
If an actuation packet lost and the controller is passive [142], this implies that
it will provide actuation when a packet is received from sensor. The same took
place for the measurement data yk if not received then the previous data will be
used yˆk−1. These can be represented by the following:
yk = βkyˆk + (1− βk)yk−1
uˆk = αkuk + (1− αk)uˆk−1 (3.16)
When the control packet is lost, the DecNCS model described in (3.15) will be
xik+1 = Aix
i
k + (Bd,prev)iuˆ
i
k−1 +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jxˆ
j
k (3.17)
(Bd,prev)i = [
∫ h
0
eAsds]B
Furthermore, the number of subsequent packet dropouts is upper bounded
by ε and guarantees that from the sequence of previous control inputs
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{uk−ε, uk−ε+1, ...} at least one is implemented. This means that
k∑
i=k−ε
αk ≤ ε (3.18)
3.6.3 Induced Errors
The network induced error can simply be shown as discrepancies between the cur-
rent and most recently transmitted input/output values of nodes’ signals and it
can be used as shown in [147], to design dynamic output feedback and communi-
cation protocol without the need for any knowledge about the controller and plant
states. Also, the network induced error can be used for transmission scheduling
where the node with highest error will have the highest chance to obtain the
network access for transmission.
euk = uˆk−1 − uk, eyk = yˆk−1 − yk (3.19)
We can define threshold levels γui , γ
y
i for the induced error based on (3.19) where
euk < γ
u
i and e
y
k < γ
y
i for each subsystem i.
3.6.4 Quantization Errors
In modeling communication channels capacity and buffers for control loops, the
channel can be digital and due to the finite word length effects only a finite number
of bits can be transmitted over the channel at any transmission instant. The main
issue in control systems with such channels is that of quantization because the
use of quantizer will add a quantization error and this error will vary based on
different parameters. The resulted quantization error is often modeled as uniform
and white noise [134]. Also, when we have to convert A/D or D/A during the
communication between sensors/controller and controller/actuator we need to use
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Figure 3.6: Control system with delays, quantizer and varying sample interval
the quantizer [135]. Designing the quantizer can impact the system performance
in different manner. If the quantization regions are defined so that they do not
change with time then this is a Static Quantizer [157]. This type is simple to
implement in both hardware and software and not computationally expensive.
It has two types, namely uniform quantizers and logarithmic quantizers. The
dynamic quantization has a varying quantized region and quantization error at
each transmission time which will make the quantizer more complex and needs to
compute new quantization regions and detect the plant state presence within this
region each time.
From Fig. 3.6, we have the networked and quantized version of actual input
u which is uˆq , the networked version of the system state xˆ and yˆ , where the
zero-order hold (ZOH) function is applied to transform the discrete-time control
input to a continuous-time control input being the actual actuation signal of the
plant.
u = uk = K xˆk, (uˆk)q = f(uˆk) (3.20)
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The quantization error can be defined as the difference between uq and u:
(ek)q = (uˆk)q − uk = f(uˆk)−K xˆk
= ∆k f(uˆk) (3.21)
where ∆k is a quantized error [159] parameter that is bounded by a certain thresh-
old value, and comparing to other NCS issues, the quantization is too small to be
considered, so it can be neglected.
3.6.5 Variable Sampling Interval
Due to the nature of the network, the actual sampling times are not necessarily
equidistant in time. In (3.3) we have used a constant sampling interval h but
this actually will vary for each instant k to be hk , see Fig. 3.4, and hence (3.3)
becomes
xik+1 = A
i
px
i
k +B
i
puˆ
i
k +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jx
j
k
yik = C
i
px
i
k +
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ci,jp x
j
k (3.22)
Aip = e
Ahk , Bip = [
∫ hk
0
eAsds]B
where Aip and B
i
p are basically the discretized version of Ad and Bd that were
mentioned earlier for constant sampling interval. Here however, they come with
varying sample interval. The state measurements are sampled at the sampling
times tk given by:
tk =
k−1∑
i=0
hi, ∀ k > 0 (3.23)
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Figure 3.7: DecNCS with packet dropout and varying sample interval
which are non-equidistantly spaced in time due to the time varying sampling
intervals hk > 0. The sequence of sampling instants {t0, t1, ..., tk} is strictly
increasing in the sense that tk+1 > tk. It is obvious that the sampling intervals
are bounded and lie in the set
[hmin, hmax], hmin < hmax
3.6.6 Sampling Interval Selection
Sampling is a major process in a control system [143] where the sampling interval
determines how frequently the sensors, controllers and actuator exchange their
data through the shared communication networks. The sampling rate must be
chosen properly to satisfy the Shannon’s sampling theorem and also to minimize
the data transmission. A higher sampling rate can improve performance and
achieve higher disturbance rejection. However, this puts more data into the com-
munication links, causes longer time delay and packet loss, and degrades system
performance. Therefore there is an upper bound for the sampling period where
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the network traffic is saturated at this sampling period. Any sampling period
smaller than that would cause longer time delay and packets losses, and degrades
the performance in DecNCS system. The lower sampling interval bound can be
estimated using schedulability conditions. Similar to NCS period tasks, in Dec-
NCS system periodical tasks might be scheduled using rate-monotonic (RM) and
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm. RM is a scheduling algorithm [121, 155]
used in real-time operating systems with a static-priority scheduling class. The
static priorities are assigned on the basis of the cycle duration of the job: the
shorter the cycle duration means a higher job’s priority. EDF or least time to go
is a dynamic scheduling algorithm used in real-time operating systems. It places
processes in a priority queue. Whenever a scheduling event occurs (task finishes,
new task released, etc.) the queue will be searched for the process closest to its
deadline. This process is the next to be scheduled for execution. EDF can guaran-
tee that all deadlines are met provided that the total utilization is not more than
100%. So, compared to fixed priority scheduling techniques like RM scheduling,
EDF can guarantee all the deadlines in the system at higher loading are achieved.
Back to our sampling interval selection that will be shown as the following based
on comparison between EDF and RM as the following:
min(h) = max
(h+ τrt
1
,
h+ τrt
n(21/n − 1)
)
=
h+ τrt
n(21/n − 1)
∼= τrt
0.69
(3.24)
where n is an integer number that represents the scheduled tasks that will be
executed for control system over the network, for example. The denominator, that
represents the maximum ratio of utilization to meet the sufficient schedulability,
can be estimated by iterative approach and it found to be 0.693. In general, the
sampling interval h is too small comparing to network delay and other delays like
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device processing time will be added if it is considered in the delays calculations.
3.6.7 Transmission Constraints
Since the plant and controller are communicating through a network, it is possible
to have a type of network that allows one node to access the network and transmits
its corresponding values at each sampling time. This will add constraints [49, 146]
on the transmission, and we know that the actual input of the plant uˆk is not equal
to the controller output uk and the actual input of the controller yˆk is not equal
to the plant output yk due to network effects. In other words, we can say that uˆk
and yˆk are networked versions of uk and yk, respectively or the noise corrupted
signals. To explain the effect of transmission constraints, assume that the plant
has N sensors and M actuators where only one node can send at a time, and then
only the transmitted values will be updated, while other values remain unchanged.
This means that the constrained data exchange can be expressed as the following:
uˆik = Γ
u
σk
uk + (1− Γuσk)uˆk−1
yˆik = Γ
y
σk
yk + (1− Γyσk)yˆk−1 (3.25)
where σk = 1, ..., M +N, is used as switched function to determine which node
will have the access to transmit, Γu` and Γ
y
` are diagonal matrices where the j
th
diagonal value is 1 if input/output belongs to node ` and zero otherwise. For
example if system 3 is only allowed to send output measurements out of 5 systems
in the network, then Γyσk will be:
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Γyσk =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

(3.26)
3.7 Control Design
In DecNCS we may not have all state space variables available for measurements
and it could be not practical to measure all of them or it is too expensive to
measure all state space variables. In order to be able to apply the state feedback
control to a system, all of its state space variables must be available at all times.
One of the solutions can be achieved by estimating system state space variables.
This can be done by constructing another dynamical system called the observer or
estimator, connected to the system under consideration, whose role is to produce
good estimates of the state space variables of the original system. Since the whole
sate vector is not available for feedback, then we can measure only y = Cx from
linear systems, a simple state-feedback control law would be u = Kx, where the
gain K is chosen so that the closed-loop matrix (A+BK) is stable. In practice, we
cannot measure x, so that we have to use an output feedback design. Static output
feedback design, that is u = Ky turns out to be relatively hard to solve and does
not guarantee closed-loop stability. The most common and systematic approach
is to use a dynamic output feedback, where the controller (or compensator) has
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its own dynamics. The simplest form is an observer structure
˙˜xi = Aix˜i +Biui + Li(yi − Cix˜i)
ui = − Kix˜i, i = 1, ..., n (3.27)
In this simple approach, x˜i is an estimate for the actual x for each subsystem
i and we need to pick a good observation gain Li such that x˜i → x as fast as
possible. In this work we will use decentralized observer-based controllers where
the controllers can exchange information and have information about external
states. Furthermore, the model-based controllers will adopt switching gains to
deal with the transmission constraints effectively. The ith networked observer-
based controller is given by considering all network side effects we have discussed
in this work:
Ciσk =

x˜ik+1 = A
i
px˜
i
k +B
i
p1uˆ
i
k +B
i
p2uˆ
i
k−1 + L
i
σk
Γyi,σk(yˆ
i
k − Cidx˜ik) +
∑N
j=1,j 6=iA
i,j
p xˆ
j
k
uˆik = − Kiσk x˜ik
(3.28)
where x˜ik+1 represents the state estimate at time k+1 for the plant state x
i
k+1,
Bip1 = [
∫ h−τkrt
0
eAsds]B and Bip2 = [
∫ h
h−τkrt e
Asds]B when τ krt ≤ h.
The output related matrices Liσk , K
i
σk
, i = 1, ..., N are the subsystem gain
matrices. The state estimation error is
ψik = x˜
i
k − xik (3.29)
The dynamics of all controllers can be shown in discrete model that is composed
of block diagonal matrices due to the decentralized nature of the controllers and
the same [49] will be rewritten without the superscript i.
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3.8 Closed Loop System
3.8.1 Introduction
In control engineering, it is very common to hear of the two terminologies namely
”Open-Loop Control” and ”Closed-Loop Control”. In Open-Loop control
no feedback loop is employed and system variations which cause the output to
deviate from the desired value are not detected or corrected. A Closed-Loop
system utilizes feedback to measure the actual system operating parameter being
controlled such as temperature, pressure, flow, level, or speed. This feedback
signal is sent back to the controller where it is compared with the desired system
setpoint. The controller develops an error signal that initiates corrective action
and drives the final output device to the desired value. In the DC Motor Drive
illustrated above, the tachometer provides a feedback voltage which is proportional
to the actual motor speed. Closed-Loop Systems have the following features:
 A Reference or Set Point that establishes the desired operating point
around which the system controls.
 The process variable Feedback signal that tells the controller at what
point the system is actually operating.
 A Controller which compares the system Reference with the system Feed-
back and generates an Error signal that represents the difference between
the desired operating point and the actual system operating value.
 A Final Control Element or mechanism which responds to the system Er-
ror to bring the system into balance. This may be a pneumatically controlled
valve, an electronic positioner, a positioning motor, an SCR or transistor
power inverter, a heating element, or other control device.
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 System Tuning Elements which modify the control operation by intro-
ducing mathematical constants that tailor the control to the specific appli-
cation, provide system stabilization, and adjust system response time. In
process control systems these tuning elements are: Proportional, Integral,
and Derivative (PID) functions. For example, in electrical systems, such a
generator voltage regulators and motor drives, typical tuning adjustments
for such system may include:
– Gain, the amplification factor of the controller error amplifier, which
affects both system stability and response time.
– Stability which provides a time-delayed response to feedback varia-
tions to prevent oscillations and reduce system hunting.
– Feedback and adjustment which controls the amplitude of the feed-
back signal that is balanced against the system set-point.
– Boost which is used in AC and DC motor drives to provide extra
low-end torque.
– IR Compensation which provides a control signal that compensates
for the IR Drop (Voltage Drop) which occurs in the armature windings
in DC machines due to increased current flow through the armature.
3.8.2 Derivations of Closed Loop System
To derive the closed-loop system, we will introduce the state vectors shown in eq.
3.30
ξk :=
[
xk ψk e
u
k e
y
k dk wk
]t
ξk+1 :=
[
xk+1 ψk+1 e
u
k+1 e
y
k+1 dk+1 wk+1
]t
(3.30)
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where
dik :=
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jp xˆ
j
k, w
i
k :=
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ci,jxˆ
j
k (3.31)
and combining the foregoing relations, the overall closed-loop dynamics can
be expressed as
ξk+1 = Acl ξk (3.32)
where the closed loop matrix is shown in eq. 3.33.
Acl =

a11 a12 a13 0 a15 0
0 a22 0 0 0 0
a31 a32 a33 0 a35 a36
a41 a42 a43 a44 0 a46
0 0 0 0 a55 0
0 0 0 0 0 a66

(3.33)
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a11 = A
i
p −BipKiσk , a12 = −BipKiσk ,
a13 = −Bip(I − αkΓuσk), a15 = I,
a22 = A
i
p − βkLiσkΓyi,σkCip,
a31 = (A
i
p −KiσkBip − I)Kiσk ,
a32 = K
i
σk
Aip −Kiσk(I −BipKiσk)−KiσkLiσkΓyi,σkCip ,
a33 = (K
i
σk
Bip + I)(I − αkΓuσk) ,
a35 = K
i
σk
, a36 = (I +K
i
σk
Bip) ,
a41 = C
i
p(−Aip + αkKiσkBip + I),
a42 = αkK
i
σk
BipC
i
p, a43 = C
i
pB
i
p(I − αkΓui,σk),
a44 = (I − βkΓyi,σk),
a55 = Θ , a66 = Ψ (3.34)
However, if we seek a fully decentralized structure in which case the exchange
of state information among subsystems is not allowed (dk = 0, wk = 0), then
(3.30)-(3.34) will be reduced to:
ζk =
[
xk ψk e
u
k e
y
k
]
(3.35)
ζk+1 = Ade ζk
Ade =

a11 a12 a13 0
0 a22 0 0
a31 a32 a33 0
a41 a42 a43 a44

(3.36)
where a11, ..., a44 are given by (3.34). The design complexity can be further
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reduced by assuming that each controller has the accessibility to send the control
signals to actuators at any time instant, hence there is no constraint on sending
but still there is constraints on y. This implies that euk = 0,Γ
u
i,σk
= I As a result,
the closed-loop system matrix in (3.36) will be reduced to
Add =

a11 a12 a13
0 a22 0
a31 a32 a33
 (3.37)
Proof. This proof demonstrate in details the derivations of Acl in 3.32 and 3.30
and for simplicity, we keep Ap as A only in writing the proof. Note that we have
used the equations (3.24,3.25,3.21,3.27) while deriving the proofs. Also, we will
use the derivations of equations (3.38,3.39) for the proofs of equations (3.40-3.44).
uˆik = αΓ
u
i,σk
uik + (1− αΓui,σk)uˆik−1
uˆik = αΓ
u
i,σk
uik + (1− αΓui,σk)[euk + uik]
uˆik = u
i
k + (1− αΓui,σk)euk
uˆik = −Kix˜ik + (1− αΓui,σk)euk
uˆik = −Ki(ψik + xik) + (1− αΓui,σk)euk
uˆik = −Kiψik −Kixik + (1− αΓui,σk)euk (3.38)
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(yˆik − y˜ik) = αkΓui,σkuik + (1− αkΓui,σk)uˆik−1
(yˆik − y˜ik) = αkΓui,σkuik + (1− αkΓui,σk)[euk + uik]
(yˆik − y˜ik) = uik + (1− αΓui,σk)euk
(yˆik − y˜ik) = −Kix˜ik + (1− αkΓui,σk)euk
(yˆik − y˜ik) = −Ki(ψik + xik) + (1− αkΓui,σk)euk
(yˆik − y˜ik) = −Kiψik −Kixik + (1− αkΓui,σk)euk (3.39)
The work shown in eq. 3.40 is for the first parameter in eq. 3.30 which the
state at time k + 1 for system i.
xik+1 = Aix
i
k +Biuˆ
i
k
xik+1 = Aix
i
k +Bi(αkΓ
u
i,σk
uik + (1− αkΓui,σk)uˆik−1)
xik+1 = Aix
i
k + αkΓ
u
i,σk
Biu
i
k + (1− αkΓui,σk)Bi[euk + uik]
xik+1 = Aix
i
k + αkΓ
u
i,σk
Biu
i
k +Biu
i
k +Bie
u
k − αkΓui,σkBieuk − αkΓui,σkBiuik
xik+1 = Aix
i
k +Biu
i
k +Bie
u
k − αkΓui,σkBieuk
xik+1 = Aix
i
k +Bi(−Kix˜ik) + [I − αkΓui,σk ]Bieuk
xik+1 = Aix
i
k −BiKixik −BiKiψik + [I − αkΓui,σk ]Bieuk
xik+1 = [Ai −BiKi]xik −BiKψik + [I − αkΓui,σk ]Bieuk (3.40)
Then, the work shown in eq. 3.41 is for the first parameter in eq. 3.30 which
the state at estimation error at time k + 1 for system i.
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ψik+1 = x˜
i
k+1 − xik+1
ψik+1 = Aix˜
i
k +Biuˆ
i
k + βkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(yˆik − y˜ik)− (Aixik +Biuˆik)
ψik+1 = Ai(ψ
i
k + x
i
k) +Biu˜
i
k + βkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(yˆik − y˜ik)− Aixik −Biuˆik
ψik+1 = Aiψ
i
k + βkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(yˆik − y˜ik)
ψik+1 = Aiψ
i
k + βkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(yˆik − Ci(ψik + xik))
ψik+1 = Aiψ
i
k + βkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(Cix
i
k − Ciψik − Cixik)
ψik+1 = (Ai − βkLiΓyi,σkCi)ψik (3.41)
After that, we show the derivation of the 3rd parameter which is the commu-
nication constraints on u at time k + 1 for system i.
euk+1 = uˆ
i
k − uik+1
euk+1 = uˆ
i
k − (−Kix˜ik+1)
euk+1 = uˆ
i
k +Ki(Aix˜
i
k +Biuˆ
i
k + βkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(yˆik − y˜ik))
euk+1 = uˆ
i
k +KiAi(ψ
i
k + x
i
k) +KiBiuˆ
i
k +KiβkLiΓ
y
i,σk
(yˆik − y˜ik)
euk+1 = −Kiψik −Kixik + (1− αkΓui,σk)euk +KiAi(ψik + xik) +KiBiuˆik −KiβkLiCiψikΓyi,σk
euk+1 = R1ψ
i
k +R2x
i
k +R3e
u
k +Kidk + (I +KiBi)wk (3.42)
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where
R1 = [−(I +KiBi)Ki +KiAi −KiLiβΓyi,σk ]
R2 = [−(I +KiBi) +KiBi]
R3 = (I +KiBi)(1− αkΓui,σk)
(3.43)
Finally, we show the derivation of the 4th parameter which is the communica-
tion constraints on y at time k + 1 for system i.
eyk+1 = yˆ
i
k − y˜ik
eyk+1 = βΓ
y
i,σk
yik + (I − βΓyi,σk)yˆik−1 − Cixik+1
eyk+1 = βΓ
y
i,σk
yik + (I − βΓyi,σk)[eyk + yik]− Ci(Aixik +Biuˆik)
eyk+1 = βΓ
y
i,σk
yik + (I − βΓyi,σk)[eyk + yik]− CiAixik − CiBiuˆik
eyk+1 = (I − βΓyi,σk)eyk + yik − CiAixik − CiBi[−Kixik −Kψik + (I − αΓui,σk)]
eyk+1 = (I − βΓyi,σk)eyk + Cixik − CiAixik + CiBiKixik + CiBiKiψik − CiBi(I − αkΓui,σk)
eyk+1 = (I − βΓyi,σk)eyk + Ci(I − Ai −BiKi)xik + CiBiKiψik − CiBi(I − αkΓui,σk) (3.44)
3.9 Stability Analysis
The stability of a control system is often extremely important and is generally
a safety issue in the engineering of a system. An example to illustrate the im-
portance of stability is the control of a nuclear reactor. Also, more examples
can include the chemical reactor which must maintain a stable flow with certain
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Figure 3.8: Closed-loop observer-based control system
pressure and temperature otherwise it will explode. An instability of this system
could result in an unimaginable catastrophe. The stability of a system relates to
its response to inputs or disturbances. A system which remains in a constant state
unless affected by an external action and which returns to a constant state when
the external action is removed can be considered to be stable. Control analysis is
concerned not only with the stability of a system but also the degree of stability
of a system. To know that the system is stable is not generally sufficient for the
requirements of control system design. There is a need for stability analysis to
determine how close the system is to instability and how much stability margin
does it have when disturbances are present and when the gain is adjusted.
Remark 3.1 Note that the observer has the same structure as the system plus
the driving feedback term. The latter is sent over a communication network, that
contains information about the observation error. The role of the feedback term is
to reduce the observation error to zero (at steady state). Fig. 3.8 shows the ideal
observer before introducing the network and Fig. 3.9 gives a networked controller
where the observer-based elements are placed in the feedback loop.
In view of the block-diagonal structure, let Acl = blockdiag{At1,cl, ..., AtN,cl},
we have the following as preliminary result:
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Figure 3.9: Closed-loop observer-based networked control system
Lemma 3.1 The matrix inequality
−M + N Ω−1 N t < 0 (3.45)
holds for some 0 < Ω = Ωt ∈ <n×n, if and only if
 −M NX
• −X − X t + Z
 < 0 (3.46)
holds for some matrices X ∈ <n×n and Z ∈ <n×n.
Proof. (=⇒) By Schur complements, inequality 3.45 is equivalent to
 −M NΩ−1
• −Ω−1
 < 0 (3.47)
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setting X = X t = Z = Ω−1, we readily obtain inequality 3.46. (⇐=) Since
the matrix [I N ] of full rank, we obtain
 I
N t

t  −M NX
• −X − X t + Z

 I
N t
 < 0
−M + NZN t < 0 ⇐⇒ −M+NΩ−1N t < 0, Z = Ω−1.
which completes the proof.
Introduce X = blockdiag{X1, ..., XN} where the matrix Xi, i = 1, .., N has
the following form:
Xi =

Xi11 Xi12 ... ... Xi1n
0 Xi22 Xi23 ... Xi2n
0 0 Xi33 ... Xi3n
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 Xinn

(3.48)
We are in a position to present the main result:
Theorem 3.1 The closed-loop system (3.33) is said to be asymptotically stable if
there exists symmetric positive definite matrices 0 < Pi = P ti ∈ <ni×ni , 0 < Xi ∈
<ni×ni , 0 < Zi = Z ti ∈ <ni×ni , i = 1, ..., N and gain matrices K, L such that
the following LMIs
 −Pi Ati,clXi
• −Xi −X ti + Zi
 < 0, i = 1, ..., N (3.49)
have a feasible solution for i = 1, ..., N
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Proof. We define a global Lyapunov functional by
V = ξtkPξk, P = blockdiag{P1, ..., PN}, Pi > 0 (3.50)
Evaluating the first difference ∆V along the solutions of (3.32) yields
∆V = −P +AtclPAcl (3.51)
According to Lyapunov stability theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for
stability is V > 0, ∆V < 0 , That Pi > 0 implies that V > 0. Applying Lemma
3.1 to inequality ∆V < 0 using (3.51) with M = Pi, N = Ati,cl and invoking
Schur complements, we readily obtain inequality(3.49).
Remark 3.2 It is significant to note in view of Lemma 3.1 that the feedback
gains in Theorem 3.1 can be calculated from the direct LMI variables
3.10 Controllers Gains
In order to find the controller gains K and L from the given LMI, we need to do
backward substitutions and these derivations will be shown in the following.
First, we need to expand the term Ati,clXi and derive the equations that we
will use to find the gains, but before that we will show the transpose of the closed
loop matrix. Note that for simplicity in writing the equations we will use Aip = Ai,
Kiσk = Ki and this applied to all similar matrices.
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Ati,cl =

aa11 0 aa31 aa41 0 0
aa12 aa22 aa32 aa42 0 0
aa13 0 aa33 aa43 0 0
0 0 0 aa44 0 0
aa15 0 aa35 0 aa55 0
0 0 aa36 a45 0 aa66

(3.52)
where
aa11 = (Ai −BiKi)t = Ati −KtiBti ,
aa12 = 0 , aa15 = 0 , aa16 = 0 ,
aa13 = (−(I +KiBi)Ki +KiAi)t = −Kti (I +BtiKti ) + AtiKti ,
aa14 = (C(I − Ai +BiKi))t = (I − Ati +BtiKti )Cti ,
(3.53)
aa21 = −(BiKi)t = −KtiBti ,
aa22 = (Ai − βkLiΓyi,σkCi)t = Ati − βkCtiΓyi,σkLti,
aa23 = (KiAi −Ki(I −BiKi)− βKiLiΓyi,σkCi)t,
aa23 = A
t
iK
t
i − (I +BtiKti )Kti − βCtiΓyi,σkLtiKti ,
aa24 = (CiBiKi)
t = KtiB
t
iC
t
i ,
aa25 = 0 aa26 = 0 ,
(3.54)
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aa31 = (Bi(I − αkΓui,σk))t = (I − αkΓui,σk)tBti ,
aa32 = 0 aa35 = 0 aa36 = 0 ,
aa33 = ((I +KiBi)(I − αkΓui,σk))t = (I − αkΓui,σk)t(I +KiBi)t,
aa34 = (−CiBi(I − αkΓui,σk))t = −(I − αkΓui,σk)tBtiCti ,
(3.55)
aa41 = 0 , aa42 = 0 , aa43 = 0 , aa45 = 0 , aa46 = 0 ,
aa44 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)t,
(3.56)
aa51 = I , aa53 = K
t
i , aa55 = Θ
t ,
aa52 = 0 , aa54 = 0 , aa56 = 0 ,
(3.57)
aa61 = 0 , aa62 = 0 , aa64 = 0 , aa65 = 0 ,
aa63 = I +B
t
iK
t
i , aa66 = Ψ
t (3.58)
after applying the product of the Ati,clXi we will have another matrix named
S which is composed of the following elements:
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S11 = aa11X11 ,
S12 = aa11X12 + aa12X22 ,
S13 = aa11X13 + aa12X23 + aa13X33 ,
S14 = aa11X14 + aa12X24 + aa13X34 + aa14X44 ,
S15 = aa11X15 + aa12X25 + aa13X35 + aa14X45 + aa15X55 ,
S16 = aa11X16 + aa12X26 + aa13X36 + aa14X46 + aa15X56 + aa16X66
(3.59)
S21 = aa21X11 ,
S22 = aa21X12 + aa22X22 ,
S23 = aa21X13 + aa22X23 + aa23X33 ,
S24 = aa21X14 + aa22X24 + aa23X34 + aa24X44 ,
S25 = aa21X15 + aa22X25 + aa23X35 + aa24X45 + aa25X55 ,
S26 = aa21X16 + aa22X26 + aa23X36 + aa24X46 + aa25X55 + aa26X66
(3.60)
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S31 = aa31X11 ,
S32 = aa31X12 + aa32X22 ,
S33 = aa31X13 + aa32X23 + aa33X33 ,
S34 = aa31X14 + aa32X24 + aa33X34 + aa34X44 ,
S35 = aa31X15 + aa32X25 + aa33X35 + aa34X45 + aa35X55 ,
S36 = aa31X16 + aa32X26 + aa33X36 + aa34X46 + aa35X55 + aa36X66
(3.61)
S41 = aa41X11 ,
S42 = aa41X12 + aa42X22 ,
S43 = aa41X13 + aa42X23 + aa43X33 ,
S44 = aa41X14 + aa42X24 + aa43X34 + aa44X44 ,
S45 = aa41X15 + aa42X25 + aa43X35 + aa44X45 + aa45X55 ,
S46 = aa41X16 + aa42X26 + aa43X36 + aa44X46 + aa45X55 + aa46X66
(3.62)
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S51 = aa51X11 ,
S52 = aa51X12 + aa52X22 ,
S53 = aa51X13 + aa52X23 + aa53X33 ,
S54 = aa51X14 + aa52X24 + aa53X34 + aa54X44 ,
S55 = aa51X15 + aa52X25 + aa53X35 + aa54X45 + aa55X55 ,
S56 = aa51X16 + aa52X26 + aa53X36 + aa54X46 + aa55X55 + aa56X66
(3.63)
S61 = aa61X11 ,
S62 = aa61X12 + aa62X22 ,
S63 = aa61X13 + aa62X23 + aa63X33 ,
S64 = aa61X14 + aa62X24 + aa63X34 + aa64X44 ,
S65 = aa61X15 + aa62X25 + aa63X35 + aa64X45 + aa65X55 ,
S66 = aa61X16 + aa62X26 + aa63X36 + aa64X46 + aa65X55 + aa66X66
(3.64)
Note that we have some zero values for aaij in eq. 3.58 which will cancel some
terms for Sij. After substituting the values from eq. 3.58 for each term in Sij, the
eq. (3.10-3.10) will be as follows:
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S11 = (A
t
i −KtiBti)X11 = AtiX11 −KtiBtiX11 ,
S11 = A
t
iX11 − Y t11 ,
Y t11 = K
t
iB
t
iX11 ⇒ Ki = (X11Bi)−1Y11 , (3.65)
S12 = (A
t
i −KtiBti)X12 = AtiX12 −KtiBtiX12 ,
S12 = A
t
iX12 − Y t12 ,
Y t12 = K
t
iB
t
iX12 ⇒ Ki = (X12Bi)−1Y12 , (3.66)
S13 = (A
t
i −KtiBti)X13 + (−Kti (I +BtiKti ) + AtiKti )X33 ,
S13 = A
t
iX13 −KtiBtiX13 + [AtiKtiX33 −KtiBtiKtiX33 −KtiX33] ,
S13 = A
t
iX13 − Y t13 + [∆13] ,
Y t13 = K
t
iB
t
iX13 ⇒ Ki = (X13Bi)−1Y13 , (3.67)
S14 = (A
t
i −KtiBti)X14 + (−Kti (I +BtiKti ) + AtiKti )X34 + (I − Ati +KtiBti)CtiX44 ,
S14 = A
t
iX14 −KtiBtiX14 + [∆14] +X44 − AtiX44 +KtiBtiCtiX44 ,
S14 = A
t
iX14 − Y t14 + [∆14]X34 + CtiX44 − AtiCtiX44 +M t14 ,
Y t14 = K
t
iB
t
iX14 ⇒ Ki = (X14Bi)−1Y14 ,
M t14 = K
t
iB
t
iC
t
iX44 ⇒ Ki = (X t44CtiBti)−1M14, (3.68)
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S15 = (A
t
i −KtiBti)X15 + (−Kti (I +BtiKti ) + AtiKti )X35 + (I − Ati +KtiBti)CtiX45 ,
S15 = A
t
iX15 −KtiBtiX15 + [∆15]X35 + CtiX45 − AtiCtiX45 +KtiBtiCtiX45 ,
S15 = A
t
iX15 − Y t15 + [∆15]X35 + CtiX45 − AtiCtiX45 +M t15 ,
Y t15 = K
t
iB
t
iX15 ⇒ Ki = (X15Bi)−1Y15 ,
M t15 = K
t
iB
t
iC
t
iX45 ⇒ Ki = (X t45CtiBti)−1M15, (3.69)
S16 = (A
t
i −KtiBti)X16 + (−Kti (I +BtiKti ) + AtiKti )X36 + (I − Ati +KtiBti)CtiX46 ,
S16 = A
t
iX16 −KtiBtiX16 + [∆16]X36 + CtiX46 − AtiCtiX46 +KtiBtiCtiX46 ,
S16 = A
t
iX16 − Y t16 + [∆16]X36 + CtiX46 − AtiCtiX45 +M t16 ,
Y t16 = K
t
iB
t
iX16 ⇒ Ki = (X16Bi)−1Y16 ,
M t16 = K
t
iB
t
iC
t
iX46 ⇒ Ki = (X t46CtiBti)−1M16, (3.70)
An important note that we assume that all matrices are invertible, stabiliz-
able and detectable. Also, we can see from the eqs. (3.65 - 3.70) the repetition
of Ki and Li equivalent equations, so we will either eliminate some terms and
make them zero or make them equal to each other. Using that we will have
X12 = X13 = X14 = X15 = X16 = X11 or make them all zero except X11.
S21 = −KtiBtiX11 = −Y t11 , (3.71)
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S22 = −KtiBtiX12 + (Ati − βkCtiΓyi,σk)tLtiX22,
S22 = −Y t12 + AtiX22 − βkZt22 ,
Zt22 = C
t
i (Γ
y
i,σk
)tLtiX22 ⇒ Li = X−122 Z22(Γyi,σkCi)−1 (3.72)
S23 = −KtiBtiX13 + (Ati − βCtiΓyi,σk)tLtiX23 + [∆23]X33 ,
S23 = −Y t13 + AtiX23 − βkZt23 ,
∆23 = K
t
i +K
t
iB
t
iK
t
i + A
t
iK
t
i − βCti (Γyi,σk)tLti,
Zt23 = C
t
i (Γ
y
i,σk
)tLtiX23 ⇒ Li = X−123 Z23(Γyi,σkCi)−1 (3.73)
S24 = −KtiBtiX14 + (Ati − βCtiΓyi,σk)tLtiX24 + [∆34]X34 +M t14 ,
S24 = −Y t14 + AtiX24 − βkZt24 ,
∆24 = K
t
i +K
t
iB
t
iK
t
i + A
t
iK
t
i − βCti (Γyi,σk)tLti,
Zt24 = C
t
i (Γ
y
i,σk
)tLtiX24 ⇒ Li = X−124 Zt24(Γyi,σkCi)−1 (3.74)
S25 = −KtiBtiX15 + (Ati − βCtiΓyi,σk)tLtiX25 + [∆35]X35 +M t25 ,
S25 = −Y t15 + AtiX25 − βkZt25 ,
∆25 = K
t
i +K
t
iB
t
iK
t
i + A
t
iK
t
i − βCti (Γyi,σk)tLti,
M t25 = K
t
iB
t
iC
t
iX25 ⇒ Ki = (X t26CtiBti)−1M25,
Zt25 = C
t
i (Γ
y
i,σk
)tLtiX25 ⇒ Li = X−125 Zt25(Γyi,σkCi)−1 (3.75)
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S26 = −KtiBtiX16 + (Ati − βCtiΓyi,σk)tLtiX26 + [∆36]X36 +M t26 ,
S26 = −Y t16 + AtiX26 − βkZt26 ,
∆26 = K
t
i +K
t
iB
t
iK
t
i + A
t
iK
t
i − βCti (Γyi,σk)tLti,
M t26 = K
t
iB
t
iC
t
iX26 ⇒ Ki = (X t26CtiBti)−1M26,
Zt26 = C
t
i (Γ
y
i,σk
)tLtiX26 ⇒ L = X−126 Zt26(Γyi,σkCi)−1 (3.76)
S31 = (I − αkΓui,σk)tBtiX11 ,
S32 = (I − αkΓui,σk)tBtiX12 ,
S33 = (I − αkΓui,σk)tBtiX13 + [∆1]X33 ,
S34 = ∆1X14 + ∆2X34 + ∆3X44 ,
S35 = ∆1X15 + ∆2X35 + ∆3X45 ,
S36 = ∆1X16 + ∆2X36 + ∆3X46 ,
∆1 = (I − αkΓui,σk)t(I −BtiKti ) ,
∆2 = (I − αkΓui,σk)(I +BtiKti ) ,
∆3 = −(I − αkΓui,σk)BtiCti (3.77)
S41 = 0 , S42 = 0 , S42 = 0 ,
S44 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)X44 ,
S45 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)X45 ,
S46 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)X46 (3.78)
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S51 = X11 , S52 = X12 ,
S53 = X13 +K
t
iX33 ,
S54 = X14 +K
t
iX34 ,
S55 = X15 +K
t
iX35 + Θ
tX55 ,
S56 = X16 +K
t
iX36 + Θ
tX56 , (3.79)
S61 = 0 , S62 = 0 ,
S63 = (I +B
t
iK
t
i )X33 ,
S64 = (I +B
t
iK
t
i )X34 ,
S65 = (I +B
t
iK
t
i )X35 ,
S66 = (I +B
t
iK
t
i )X36 + Ψ
tX35 , (3.80)
the complexity work done in the previous equations for S matrix can be further
reduced by assuming that each controller has the accessibility to send the control
signals to actuators at any time instant, hence there is no constraint on sending.
This implies that euk = 0, Γ
u
i,σk
= I, S3i and all ∆i will be eliminated, then S
matrix elements will be rewritten as the following:
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S11 = A
t
iX11 − Y t11 ,
S12 = A
t
iX12 − Y t12 ,
S13 = A
t
iX13 − Y t13 ,
S14 = A
t
iX14 − Y t14 + CtiX44 − AtiCtiX44 +M t14 ,
S15 = A
t
iX15 − Y t15 + CtiX45 − AtiCtiX45 +M t15 ,
S16 = A
t
iX16 − Y t16 + CtiX46 − AtiCtiX45 +M t16 (3.81)
S21 = −KtiBtiX11 = −Y t11 ,
S22 = −Y t12 + AtiX22 − βkZt22 ,
S23 = −Y t13 + AtiX23 − βkZt23 ,
S24 = −Y t14 + AtiX24 − βkZt24 ,
S25 = −Y t15 + AtiX25 − βkZt25 ,
S26 = −Y t16 + AtiX26 − βkZt26 (3.82)
S41 = 0 , S42 = 0 , S42 = 0 ,
S44 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)X44 ,
S45 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)X45 ,
S46 = (I − βkΓyi,σk)X46 (3.83)
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S51 = X11 , S52 = X12 ,
S53 = X13 +K
t
iX33 ,
S54 = X14 +K
t
iX34 ,
S55 = X15 +K
t
iX35 + Θ
tX55 ,
S56 = X16 +K
t
iX36 + Θ
tX56 (3.84)
S61 = 0 , S62 = 0 ,
S63 = 0 , S64 = 0 , S65 = 0 ,
S66 = Ψ
tX35 (3.85)
Finally, we have the following for the gains:
Ki = (X11Bi)
−1Y11 ,
Li = X
−1
23 Z23(Γ
y
i,σk
Ci)
−1 , (3.86)
3.11 Performance Measures
The performance of control system will be defined by how closely the system tracks
a given reference trajectory. That is, given a desired reference trajectory r(t) for
the system, the performance measure is the difference between the actual system
output y(t) and the reference, P =‖ y−r ‖. Depending on the physical system and
the application domain, one of many different norms may be used, including the
maximum deviation from the trajectory, the average error along the trajectory, or
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the endpoint error. The baseline performance can be taken as the expected value
of the performance criterion with no time delay. This characterization allows us
to isolate the effect of the time delay or packet dropout or other network effects
from the control design.
Consider a control system with and without time delay. Let r(t) be the refer-
ence, y∗(t) be the output of the system without time delay, and y(t) be the output
of the system with the time delay. The nominal performance criteria is given by:
P ∗ =‖ y∗ − r ‖ (3.87)
We assume that the controller has been designed well, and that chosen perfor-
mance criterion is the best possible performance that we can achieve. With time
delay, the performance criteria becomes
P = ‖ y − r ‖
P = ‖ y − y∗ + y∗ − r ‖
P ≤ ‖ y − y∗ ‖ + ‖ y∗ − r ‖
P ≤ ‖ Θ ‖ +P ∗ (3.88)
where Θ represents the degradation in performance due to the network effects.
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3.12 Simulation Studies
3.12.1 Chemical Reactors
In our everyday life we operate chemical processes, but we generally do not think
of them in such a scientific fashion. Examples are running the washing machine
or fertilizing our lawn. In order to quantify the efficiency of dirt removal in the
washer, or the soil distribution pattern of our fertilizer, we need to know which
transformation the chemicals will experience inside a defined volume, and how
fast the transformation will be. Chemical kinetics and reactor engineering are the
scientific foundation for the analysis of most environmental engineering processes,
both occurring in nature and invented by men.
A good system that can be used as a benchmark system for system model-
ing, system identification, control, fault detection and diagnosis, as well as for
fault-tolerant control is the Three-tanks system [208]. The system exhibits typi-
cal characteristics of a constrained hybrid system and has been proven useful to
serve as a test bed for algorithms concerning state estimation, parameter identifi-
cation, and control of hybrid systems. Here two configurations of the system are
considered for the controller design . The three tank system is shown in Fig. 3.10.
The system consists of three cylindrical tanks, T1, T2 and T3. T1 and T2 that
are filled with liquid by two identical, independent pumps. The pumps deliver the
liquid flows Q1 and Q2 and they can be continuously manipulated from a flow of
0 to a maximum flow Qmax. The tanks are interconnected to each other through
pipes. The flow through these pipes can be interrupted with binary switching
valves V 13, V 23 that can assume either the completely open or the completely
closed position. The liquid levels h1, h2, h3, in each tank can be measured with
level sensors. The nominal outflow from the system is located at the middle tank
T3, i.e. V L3. The outflows QL1 and QL2 through valves V L1 and V L2 are zero
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Figure 3.10: Three Tanks System
in nominal behavior and are used to model failures of the system. The system
represents a chemical processing unit, with the outflow QN3 as the product. The
overflow can be controlled by valves V1 and V2.
3.12.2 Simulated System
To illustrate the theoretical developments, we consider a plant as shown in the
Fig. 3.11 where in such a system, we may have several control variables, states
(tank level, inflow, temperature, outflow) and outputs that depends on the design
requirements. The selected model will be used with the linearized system data as
first numerical validation for the stability of the theorem proved in this work. We
will not go in the details of how the system model was linearized, we only took
the data from [171] that to be used for simulation.
The linearized model is described by the following matrices:
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Figure 3.11: Closed-loop 3-Tank observer-based control system
Aj =

−a1j −1.01 0 0
−3.2 −a2j −12.8 0
6.4 0.347 −a3j −1.04
0 0.833 11.0 −a4j

,
Btj =
 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 ,
Adj =

b1j 0 0 0
0 b2j 0 0
0 0 b3j 0
0 0 0 b4j

,
Cj =
[
10 0 0 0
]
, (3.89)
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where
a11 = 4.931, a12 = 4.886, a13 = 4.902,
a21 = 5.301, a22 = 5.174, a23 = 5.464,
a31 = 35.511, a32 = 30.645, a33 = 31.773,
a41 = 3.961, a42 = 3.878, a43 = 3.932,
b11 = 1.921, b12 = 1.915, b13 = 1.908,
b21 = 1.921, b22 = 1.914, b23 = 1.907,
b31 = 1.878, b32 = 1.866, b33 = 1.869,
b41 = 0.724, b42 = 0.715, b43 = 0.706 (3.90)
3.12.3 Simulation Results
Using the LMI toolbox in MATLAB, the observers gains for each subsystem are
the following
Lt1 =
[
0.0130 0.0681 0.0164 −0.0385
]
,
Lt2 =
[
−0.0158 0.1235 0.0162 −0.0654
]
,
Lt3 =
[
−0.0456 0.0701 0.0706 −0.0201
]
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K1 =
 0.7573 0.7142 0.3973 0.8391
0.2138 8.2185 13.8882 −3.4177
 ,
K2 =
 0.3144 −0.7983 −3.8703 1.7806
−0.6559 7.2776 14.8651 −6.8895
 ,
K3 =
 0.2634 −0.1587 −3.1912 1.5713
−1.0803 8.5794 12.2875 −3.9658

As we mentioned earlier, P is positive definite and symmetric, see the following:
P1 =

0.1448 −0.0020 0.0005 0.0002
−0.0020 0.1442 −0.0005 0.0009
0.0005 −0.0005 0.1420 0.0001
0.0002 0.0009 0.0001 0.1463

,
P2 =

0.1022 −0.0021 0.0006 0.0002
−0.0021 0.1025 −0.0005 0.0020
0.0006 −0.0005 0.0993 0.0001
0.0002 0.0020 0.0001 0.1032

,
P3 =

0.6502 −0.0131 0.0042 0.0012
−0.0131 0.6406 −0.0032 0.0069
0.0042 −0.0032 0.6280 0.0006
0.0012 0.0069 0.0006 0.6554

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then we have X is positive definite,
X1 =

0.2142 −0.0560 0.0421 −0.0153
−0.0560 0.0383 −0.0138 0.0515
0.0421 −0.0138 0.0292 0.0435
−0.0153 0.0515 0.0435 0.2597

,
X2 =

0.1625 −0.0200 0.0314 −0.0291
−0.0200 0.0275 −0.0033 0.0672
0.0314 −0.0033 0.0222 0.0341
−0.0291 0.0672 0.0341 0.2809

,
X3 =

0.1106 −0.0172 0.0222 −0.0131
−0.0172 0.0144 −0.0044 0.0257
0.0222 −0.0044 0.0147 0.0207
−0.0131 0.0257 0.0207 0.1264

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Z1 =

0.1595 −0.0419 0.0314 −0.0118
−0.0419 0.0284 −0.0101 0.0387
0.0314 −0.0101 0.0216 0.0325
−0.0118 0.0387 0.0325 0.1943

,
Z2 =

0.1115 −0.0141 0.0214 −0.0212
−0.0141 0.0190 −0.0020 0.0475
0.0214 −0.0020 0.0151 0.0239
−0.0212 0.0475 0.0239 0.1982

,
Z3 =

0.7193 −0.1135 0.1443 −0.0893
−0.1135 0.0925 −0.0271 0.1686
0.1443 −0.0271 0.0945 0.1350
−0.0893 0.1686 0.1350 0.8279

The following also shows the closed loop matrices.
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Acl1 =

−5.8183 −1.7242 −0.3973 −0.8391
−4.0948 −13.5195 −26.6882 −3.4177
6.2360 0.3470 −32.5110 −1.0400
−0.3850 0.8330 11.0000 −3.9610

,
Acl2 =

−5.3584 −1.8083 −3.8703 −1.7806
−5.0909 −12.4516 −27.6651 −6.8895
6.2380 0.3470 −30.6450 −1.0400
−0.6540 0.8330 11.0000 −3.8780

,
Acl3 =

−5.6214 −1.1687 −3.1912 −1.5713
−4.9813 −14.0434 −25.0875 −3.9658
5.6940 0.3470 −31.7730 −1.0400
−0.2010 0.8330 11.0000 −3.9320

Simulation of the closed-loop system is performed and the ensuing state tra-
jectories are presented in Figs. (3.12-3.14). It is clearly evident that the inter-
connected systems are decentralized, asymptotically stabilizable with guaranteed
performance.
3.13 Numerical Verification of the Solution
Since we are discussing a discrete time system, it will be good if we show some
numerical proofs that support and validate the theory introduced in this chapter.
As we have stated in Lemma 3.1, that we should have some positive definite
matrices (P,Z,X) and those are used for discrete system, then, the simple check
to see wether the eign-values are less than one in magnitude or not.
By running this check in MATLAB code we will have the following that satisfy
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Figure 3.12: Closed-loop state trajectories: Subsystem 1
Figure 3.13: Closed-loop state trajectories: Subsystem 2
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Figure 3.14: Closed-loop state trajectories: Subsystem 3
the above statement.
EigV al(X1) = [0.0041, 0.0045, 0.0087, 0.0099]
EigV al(X2) = [0.0188, 0.0194, 0.1039, 0.1478]
EigV al(X3) = [0.1592, 0.2166, 0.2967, 0.3109] (3.91)
EigV al(Z1) = [0.0023, 0.0061, 0.0131, 0.0144]
EigV al(Z2) = [0.0263, 0.0648, 0.1089, 0.1612]
EigV al(Z3) = [0.2194, 0.2221, 0.6738, 0.9693] (3.92)
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EigV al(P1) = [0.0992, 0.0997, 0.1026, 0.1057]
EigV al(P2) = [0.1419, 0.1424, 0.1458, 0.1473]
EigV al(P3) = [0.6271, 0.6304, 0.6531, 0.6636] (3.93)
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CHAPTER 4
A COMPARATIVE STUDY
4.1 Overview
In this chapter, different traffic light control structures over communication net-
work, including the decentralized, quasi-decentralized and distributed networked
strategies, are considered for coordinating and control of multiple intersections,
which could be a great application of networked control signalized traffic light
problem. It helps in achieving several objectives such as minimizing the waiting
time during the red light period and perform better control in the next green cycle
and more will be highlighted in this chapter. A state space model of traffic dy-
namics is proposed considering the effects of lossy communication network. Also,
a sufficient condition for system stability is provided based on LMI. Finally, com-
parison and performance analysis of different types of networked control systems
were done using simulation.
4.2 Introduction
In modern urban areas, the number of vehicles is growing larger and larger and the
requirements for traveling by vehicles are becoming more demanding than ever.
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Figure 4.1: Traffic jam Consequences Examples
Even though large and sound traffic networks (freeways and roads) are already
constructed, traffic congestion still cannot be avoided efficiently. It is often time
and money consuming to build more common transportation infrastructures or
reconstruct the ones that already exist. Therefore, traffic jams occur frequently
and have a severe impact, when people need to use the common infrastructures
with limited capacity at the same time, especially during rush hours [161]. Traffic
congestion can give rise to traffic delays, economic losses, traffic pollution, and so
on. To reduce traffic jams and to promote efficiency in traveling, effective traffic
control methods are necessary. Several traffic control strategies were proposed
and implemented in the field, like fuzzy control [139, 140, 183], PID, MPC and
PLC control, to name a few. However, these algorithms are mainly focusing
on controlling a single intersection or a single traffic control measure. These
controllers are without global scope, and have limited control effect for the whole
traffic network.
As we know, traffic intersections are not isolated; the traffic states of roads in
a traffic network will interact with each other and a traffic jam that happens in
one intersection may be caused by some irregular event (for example, an incident)
that happened in another intersection in the same traffic network. Therefore, it
is necessary to understand the behavior of traffic networks, and to investigate
network-wide traffic coordinated control approaches that can coordinate and con-
trol traffic networks for a better performance. With respect to control systems,
traditionally they utilize dedicated, point-to-point wired communication links us-
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Figure 4.2: A Traditional Traffic Control System with two Control Loops
ing a small number of sensors and actuators to regulate appropriate process vari-
ables at desired values. The well known control strategy is the centralized control
that has advantages for local intersection control but it has its own disadvantages
for controlling the large traffic network with many signalized intersections.
For a system with multiple control loops, each intersection is a control loop
and the controllers are designed to work in a decentralized fashion. Fig. 4.2 shows
a traditional control system with two control loops, one for each intersection. The
two traffic control systems (for example, TCS 1 and TCS 2) are designed based
on two different continuously-sampled outputs, y1 and y2, of the system. The two
controllers do not exchange information and operate in a decentralized fashion
which makes each intersection isolated from the others. A similar system is shown
in Fig. 4.3 but here it is over communication links, so it will be called Decentral-
ized Networked Control Systems (DecNCS), and the red dashed lines represents
the real-time network links. Communication networks make the transmission of
data much easier and provide a higher degree of freedom in the configuration of
control systems ([42]-[46]). Also, adding an additional information is easier using
such a network where this information may be used to improve the closed-loop
performance and the fault tolerance of a control system.
To coordinate multiple intersections across a long road we may need to consider
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Figure 4.3: Decentralized Networked Traffic Control System
other techniques, namely, the Quasi-Decentralized and Distributed control. If we
allow some exchange of information about the states between the intersections
then we will have the quasi-decentralized model and with this we can for example
exchange the information about vehicles queues. In the distributed model we may
allow all types of information exchanges between intersections about the states
and the executed control commands like the signal status whether it is red, green
or yellow, the present queue in that signal before it become green, phase selection,
phase timing and many other examples. The use of communication network (NCS)
for these models will introduce the Quasi-DecNCS [39]-[40], (in our work we call
it QuasiNCS) and distributed networked control (DNCS) [27]-[29] (see Fig.4.4).
The hierarchical control structure [16], (see Fig.4.5) can be used also in case
we are trying to control very large-scale traffic network with a large number of
intersections. Instead of giving all the control authority to local controllers, the
hierarchical control structure divides the control problem into multiple control
problems at multiple levels.
All of these models can be used for the traffic signal intersection control to
achieve a wide range of objective functions [165]-[169] and [200]-[203] such as:
1. Minimize overall delay to vehicles.
2. Minimize the waiting time at the intersection.
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Figure 4.4: Distributed Networked Traffic Control System
Figure 4.5: Hierarchical Networked Traffic Control System
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3. Maximize the service time for each signal.
4. Minimize delays to public transport.
5. Minimize delays to emergency services.
6. Minimize delays to pedestrians.
7. Equitable distribution of delays between competing traffic.
8. Maximize reliability.
9. Maximize network capacity.
10. Minimize accident potential for all users.
11. Minimize environmental impact of vehicular traffic (noise, atmospheric pol-
lution, visual intrusion)
12. Energy efficiency.
13. Handling of the red light crossing violations.
14. Transmission of traffic information to the police traffic control room.
It is important to note that some of the objectives do conflict and a compromise
may have to be made in the selection of objectives. However, some objectives
can be met in tandem, for example minimizing delay to vehicles would also help
to minimize fuel consumption [204], atmospheric pollution and increase network
throughput.
Generally, in planning and designing a traffic signal control system, one must
first understand the applicable operational concepts related to signalized inter-
section control and signal-related special control. Signalized intersection control
concepts include:
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1. Isolated intersection control - controls traffic without considering adjacent
signalized intersections.
2. Interchange and closely-spaced intersection control - provides progressive
traffic flow through two closely spaced intersections, such as interchanges.
Control is typically done with a single traffic controller.
3. Arterial intersection control (open network) - provides progressive traffic
flow along the arterial intersection. This is accomplished by coordination of
the traffic signals.
4. Closed network control - coordinates a group of adjacent signalized intersec-
tions.
5. Area-wide system control - treats all or a major portion of signals in a city
(or metropolitan area) as a total system. Isolated, open- or closed-network
concepts may control individual signals within this area
We may add also the signal-related special control concepts which includes:
1. High occupancy vehicle (HOV) priority systems.
2. Preemption - Signal preemption for emergency vehicles, railroads, and draw-
bridges.
3. Priority Systems - Traffic signal control strategies that assign priority for
the movement of transit vehicles.
4. Directional controls - Special controls designed to permit unbalanced lane
flow on surface streets and changeable lane controls.
5. Television monitoring.
6. Over height vehicle control systems.
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Another important issue for traffic control system is how to collect the traffic
data. This can be done by using Wireless Sensors Network (WSN), or wired sensor
network, that will feed the control system with the number of incoming traffic
data, passing vehicles and crossing the signals [166]. Many traffic light systems
operate on a timing mechanism, preset cycle time that changes the lights after a
given interval. An intelligent traffic light system senses the presence or absence
of vehicles then it controls the traffic lights accordingly using one of the control
approaches we have mentioned. The very obvious idea behind intelligent traffic
systems is that drivers will not spend unnecessary time waiting for the traffic lights
to change which may lead them to some traffic violations and accidents when some
drivers start to lose their patience. An intelligent traffic system detects traffic
in many different ways. The older system uses weight as a trigger mechanism.
Current traffic systems react to motion to trigger the light changes based on the
infrared object detector that picks up the presence of a car or some proximity
switches. Then, a switch causes the lights to change. In order to accomplish this,
algorithms are used to govern the actions of the traffic system [167, 168]. We need
to understand the function of traffic signals so that we can improve driving habits
by controlling the speed and the red light crossing in order to reduce the number
of associated traffic accidents. The more the drivers know about the operation of
traffic signals, the less frustrated they are going to be while waiting for the lights
to change. Usually, in the intelligent traffic signal systems [190]-[192], the main
aim is to reduce the cars waiting time at each signal and also to maximize the
total number of cars that can cross an intersection safely during the green signal
time.
Network-based communication allows for easy modification of the control strat-
egy by rerouting signals, having redundant systems that can be activated automat-
ically when component failure occurs, and in general, it allows having a high-level
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supervisory control over the entire system. However, augmenting existing control
networks with real-time wired or wireless sensor and actuator networks challenges
many of the assumptions made in the development of traditional process control
methods dealing with dynamical systems linked through ideal channels with flaw-
less, continuous communication. In the context of networked control systems, key
issues that need to be carefully handled at the control system design level include
data losses due to field interference and time delays due to network traffic as well
as due to the potentially heterogeneous nature of the additional measurements.
As a result, the controller will do a control over the network not through the net-
work and design shall be robust to the following [42, 141]: uncertain time delays
due communication, processing and queuing, transmission constraints where not
all outputs and inputs can be transmitted at same time, quantization error, fixed
and varying sampling intervals, sampling interval selection, unreliable transmis-
sion and packets dropout, network-induced errors and interconnected communi-
cation. The main aim is to design an intelligent controller, for traffic signal with
multiple intersections, that can adapt to combined effects from these previously
mentioned points, taken all together, which has not been done in the literature to
achieve the objectives we mentioned.
4.3 Traffic Control Background and Related
Works
A road intersection is a bottleneck point in the urban traffic network and it is
a very critical node. Traffic may accumulate quickly and traffic jam can occur
quickly in case the traffic control system is not efficient to properly manage the
vehicles queues in a fast and smart manner. One of the hot topics these days is
how to gather the traffic information and control the traffic flow around. There
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are conventional traffic light control methods like fix-time control [206], time of
day control, vehicle actuated control, semi-actuated control, green wave control,
area static control, area dynamic control and sensor-based control. Usually, the
nature of traffic flow is random and predicting the traffic behavior is not easy.
This section provides a survey of the literature related to traffic light control
systems, highlighting most of the traffic light control models that were developed
to improve traffic light efficiency and achieve several objectives as mentioned in
the introduction.
1. Pre-timed control: all of the control parameters are fixed and preset off-line.
Off-line techniques (for example, the various versions of the TRANSYT
family of software packages are useful in generating the parameters for fixed
timing plans for conventional pre-timed urban traffic control systems based
on the deterministic traffic conditions during different time periods of the
day (e.g., peak hours, off-peak hours).
2. Queue traffic light model (Simple, Extended , Event Driven). The queue
length in each lane can be evaluated using different techniques depending
on street width and the number of vehicles that are expected at a given
time of day [179]-[181]. In this model, traffic light efficiency is effected when
unexpected events happen (traffic accidents) causing disruption to the flow
of vehicles. Extended queue model that is used to meet two objectives not
only the queue length as in the simple queue model, also the waiting which
is the time spent by the vehicle in the queue. For the event-driven, it is
basically dependent on sensing device that sense like weighting cells so the
priority will be given for that queue in that cycle.
3. Knowledge-based Models: Knowledge based systems are artificial intelli-
gence tools that work in a narrow domain to provide intelligent decisions
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with justification. Knowledge is acquired and represented using various
knowledge representation rules, frames and scripts [176]-[178]. These mod-
els are designed to take advantage of the information and operational ex-
perience accumulated from previous traffic management experiences and
incidents. For example, data can be stored like the detailed response time,
incident duration, lane-blockage conditions, and the approximate traffic im-
pacts on the network for each responded incident dealt with, ...etc. Such
a knowledge base will offer the traffic control operators a reliable reference
for estimating the potential impact due to a detected incident.Also, if we
divide the network to problem areas or zones we can do the analysis of the
situation using knowledge about traffic behavior and control criteria specific
for that area.
4. Graph-based Models (Petri net Models): From the perspective of graph, one
can transform a real traffic network into a graph in which vertices represent
the intersections of roads, and edges represent the road segments. The
Petri net Models consist of places (graphically represented as circles) and
transitions (graphically represented as bars) connected via a set of directed
arcs ([170]-[173]). Places may contain tokens (represented by dots inside the
circle) that move through the network (for example, from place to place)
according to certain rules. Petri net models have been used as a tool for
various kinds of discrete event systems, simulation and control logic. This
type of model has some disadvantages ([174]-[175]) and it is hard to manage.
5. Sensors-based Models: In these models different types of sensors can be used
including wireless sensors. Examples of sensors can be inductive loop de-
tectors, micro-loop probes, IR, LED, motion detectors and pneumatic road
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Figure 4.6: Petri Net Example
tubes. The sensor nodes count number of vehicles approaching an intersec-
tion and we can monitor each lane using sensors. The message sent from the
sensor nodes to the intersection controller include several data such as the
number of vehicles, time duration of the collected data, and lane number.
According to the number of detection points, traffic forecasting algorithms
can be classified as single-point, double-point and multi-point where the first
one is the mostly used in the traditional traffic control. By using the wire-
less sensors network (WSN), there are several choices to construct a traffic
monitoring based on WSN, such as the ad hoc self-organized network, the
mixed mode of short-range and long-range wireless communication and the
hybrid mode of wired/wireless communication [164]. One disadvantage [165]
of most conventional vehicle detection methods in a traffic control system
is that they can only detect the vehicle in a fixed position. The hybrid
mode WSN can be used to detect and monitor the vehicles dynamically
that consists of multi layers.
6. Extension Neural Network(ENN) Model: The extension neural network
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Figure 4.7: Traffic Signal Intersection with Sensors
(ENN) [193]-[195] consists of extension theory and a neural network that
uses a modified extension distance (ED) to measure the similarity between
data and a cluster center. ENN is another traffic light control system devel-
oped to deal with object recognition in outdoor environments. In outdoor
environments, lighting conditions cannot be controlled or predicted, objects
can be partially occluded, and their position and orientation is not known
a priori. The chosen objects are traffic or road signs, due to ease of sign
maintenance and inventory in highways and cities, driver support systems
and intelligent autonomous vehicles. A genetic algorithm is used for the
detection step, allowing localization invariance to changes in position, scale,
rotation, weather conditions, partial occlusion, and the presence of other
objects of the same color. A neural network can achieve classification.
7. Reinforcement Learning (RL) Models: In this model ([185]-[187]) they use
machine learning framework which attempts to approximate an optimal
decision-making policy. RL is a field of study in machine learning where
an agent, by interacting with and receiving feedback from its environment,
attempts to learn an optimal action selection policy. RL algorithms typi-
cally learn and progress in an iterative manner. During each iteration, the
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agent observes its current environment, from which it infers the environ-
ments state, then executes an action that leads the agent to the subsequent
state. Next, the agent evaluates this action by the reward or penalty it has
incurred and updates a value function, accordingly. The value function is
the utility construct that it attempts to maximize (or minimize). A com-
monly used RL algorithm is Q Learning which is a model-free RL algorithm,
it assumes that the agent has no explicit knowledge of its environments be-
havior prior to interacting with it. Interaction with the environment is what
offers the agent knowledge regarding both state transitions (as a function
of actions taken) as well as their related long-term reward prospect. The
goal of the agent is to maximize such long-term reward, by learning a good
policy which is a mapping from perceived states to actions.
8. Algorithm-based Models: the famous algorithm used for traffic light control
model is the Genetic algorithm [189] that uses the rules of nature. The great
advantage of GAs is the fact that it provides a solution through evolution,
but this is also the greatest disadvantage. Evolution is inductive. In nature,
life does not necessarily evolve towards a good solution; it can evolve away
from bad circumstances. This can potentially cause a species to evolve into
an evolutionary dead end.
9. Fuzzy Logic Models: Fuzzy logic [139, 140], [182]-[184] offers a formal way of
handling terms like more, less, longer etc., so rules like if there is more traffic
from north to south, the lights should stay green longer can be reasoned
with. The fuzzy logic controller determines the time that the traffic light
should stay in a certain state, before switching to the next state. The order
of states is predetermined, but the controller can skip a state if there is no
traffic in a certain direction. The amount of arriving and waiting vehicles are
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quantized into fuzzy variables, like many, medium and none. The activation
of the variables in a certain situation is given by a membership function.
10. Vision-based Models: Video sensors [195] (video and image processing) have
become particularly important in traffic applications, mainly due to their
fast response and easy installation, operation and maintenance. They also
have the ability to monitor wide areas. Intelligent systems may use cameras
to extracting useful information such as traffic density and vehicle types
(big: truck, middle: van, or small: car) from the camera systems which is
very helpful for traffic management specially in the mega cities. Detection
of moving objects including vehicle, human, etc. in video can be achieved in
different approaches: Temporal difference, optical flow,contour extract and
background subtraction. In addition, different classification techniques have
been employed after the moving objects are detected in order to identify the
moving object (e.g. support vector machines and Neural networks).
For the classification of the traffic control systems, in the literature they are
classified into the following based on performance categories:
 Uncoordinated Control: No coordination among traffic signals and provides
local intersection control strategies.
 Time-Based Coordinated Control: Provides basic coordination like time of
day or day of week. Simple to implement but requires timing plan mainte-
nance.
 Interconnected Control: maintains time plan tables.
 Traffic-Adjusted Control: Critical intersection control (centralized architec-
ture only) and for Local intersection strategies.
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 Traffic-Responsive Control: Maintains concept of cycle but changes timing
plans more rapidly than traffic adjusted control.
 Traffic-Adaptive Control:Phase change based on prediction from traffic mea-
surement at each signalized approach.
Several real-time traffic signal control systems [196]-[198] for urban networks
have been developed in the past few decades. Some of these strategies have
been implemented in real-life conditions while others are still in the research and
development stage. The authors in [207] classified the strategies into two principal
classes of signal control strategies. In the first class, strategies are only applicable
to (or efficient for) networks with undersaturated traffic conditions, whereby all
queues at the signalized junctions are served during the next green phase. In
the second class, the strategies applicable to networks with oversaturated traffic
conditions, whereby queues may grow in some links with an imminent risk of
spillback and eventually even of gridlock in network cycles.
In the following list, we will highlight the most well-known traffic control sys-
tems:
1. Real Time Hierarchical Optimized Distributed Effective System (RHODES):
Since 1991, the University of Arizona has been developing a real-time traffic
adaptive control system called RHODES that attempts to take advantage
of the natural stochastic variations in traffic flow to improve performance.
RHODES consists of a three-level hierarchy that decomposes the traffic con-
trol problem into three sub problems, network loading, network flow control
and intersection control. Algorithms at each level of the hierarchy act upon
real-time inputs from the traffic network to make proactive control decisions
to reduce delay, improve progression and reduce congestion for travelers.
RHODES uses a peer-to-peer communications approach to communicate
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Figure 4.8: Real Time Hierarchical Optimized Distributed Effective System, [197]
traffic volumes from one intersection to another in real-time. By passing the
data back and forth over a high-speed communication network, RHODES
is able to predict the impacts of traffic arriving 45-60 seconds upstream and
plan for traffic phase sequence and phase durations accordingly. RHODES
continually re-solves its planned phase timings, every 5 seconds, to adapt
to the most recent information. RHODES requires upstream and stop-bar
detectors for each approach to the intersections in the network and has a
wide variety of parameters that are used to calibrate the traffic model to
real-world conditions. RHODES overrides the local controller by sending
hold and force-off commands to the controller to set the exact duration of
each phase.
2. Optimized Policies for Adaptive Control (OPAC) Virtual Fixed Cycle: The
OPAC adaptive control system uses a predictive optimization with a rolling
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horizon. This congestion control strategy, which attempts to maximize
throughput, adjusts splits, offsets, and cycle length, but maintains the spec-
ified phase order. For un-congested networks, OPAC uses a local level of
control (at the intersection) to determine the phase durations, and a network
level of control for synchronization which is provided either by fixed-time
plans (obtained oﬄine), or by a virtual cycle (determined online). The levels
of local and global influence are flexible and can be adjusted by the traffic
engineer. The state of the system is predicated using detectors located ap-
proximately 10-15 seconds upstream on the approaches to the intersection.
OPAC sends hold and force off commands to the local controller to set the
exact duration of every phase on the signal.
3. Adaptive Control Software Lite (ACS-Lite): ACS-Lite was developed to
reduce the costs to deploy adaptive control systems, by consolidating the
adaptive processing into a master control unit that supervises local field
controllers. ACS-Lite downloads new split, offset, and cycle parameters
to the local controllers every 5-15 minutes in response to changing traffic
conditions. ACS-Lite is based on a very simple traffic model that has very
few tunable parameters and requires modest calibration. Of all actuated
systems, ACS-Lite may be the slowest to respond to rapid changes in traffic
flows. ACS-Lite sends cycle, offset, and split values to the local controller.
The gap-out and force-off logic of the controller works normally with the
updated parameters.
4. Split Cycle Offset Optimization Technique (SCOOT): Developed in the
United Kingdom, SCOOT is the most widely deployed adaptive system in
existence. SCOOT uses both stop-line and advance detectors, typically 150-
1,000 feet (50-300 meters) upstream of the stop line or exit loops, loop detec-
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tors located downstream of the intersection, measuring vehicles leaving the
upstream detector. The advance detectors provide a count of the vehicles
approaching each junction. This gives the system a high-resolution picture
of traffic flows and a count of the number of vehicles in each queue, several
seconds before they touch the stop line (allowing time for communication
between the traffic signal controller and the central SCOOT computer).
SCOOT also provides queue length detection and estimation. Under the
SCOOT system, green waves can be dynamically delayed on a ’just in time’
basis based on the arrival of vehicles at the upstream detector, which allows
extra time to be allocated to the previous green phase, where warranted
by heavy traffic conditions. SCOOT controls the exact green time of every
phase on a traffic controller by sending hold and force-off commands to the
controller. The SCOOT model utilizes three optimizers: splits, offsets, and
cycle. At every junction and for every phase, the split optimizer will make
a decision as to whether to make the change earlier, later, or as due, prior
to the phase change. The split optimizer implements the decision, which
affects the phase change time by only a few seconds to minimize the degree
of saturation for the approaches to the intersection. During a predetermined
phase in each cycle, and for every junction in the system, the offset optimizer
makes a decision to alter, all the offsets by a fixed amount. The offset opti-
mizer uses information stored in cyclic flow profiles and compares the sum of
the performance measures on all the adjacent links for the scheduled offset
and the possible changed offsets. A SCOOT system is split into cycle time
regions that have pre-determined minimum and maximum cycle times. The
cycle optimizer can vary the cycle time of each REGION in small intervals
in an attempt to ensure that the most heavily loaded NODE in the system
is operating at 90% saturation. If all stop bars are operating at less than
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90% saturation, then the cycle optimizer will make incremental reductions
in cycle time.
5. Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System (SCATS): Developed in Aus-
tralia, SCATS uses a split plan selection technique to match traffic patterns
to a library of signal timing plans and scales those split plans over a range of
cycle times. SCATS gathers data on traffic flows in real-time at each inter-
section. This data is fed to a central computer via the traffic control signal.
The computer makes incremental adjustments to signal timing based on sec-
ond by second changes in traffic flow at each intersection. SCATS performs
a vehicle count at each stop line and measures the gap between vehicles as
they pass through each junction. As the gap between vehicles increases,
green time efficiency for the approach decreases, and SCATS seeks to real-
locate green time to the greatest demand. SCATS selects a timing plan on
the controller, and thus the local actuated controller uses its own inherent
gap-out and force-off logic to control the intersection second by second.
SCOOT and SCATS [192]-[196] are two well-known and widely-used coordi-
nated traffic-responsive strategies that function effectively when the traffic
conditions in the network are below saturation, but their performance may
deteriorate when severe congestion persists during the peak period. Other elab-
orated model-based traffic-responsive strategies such as PRODYN and adaptive
like RHODES, employ dynamic programming while OPAC employs exhaus-
tive enumeration. Due to the exponential complexity of these solution
algorithms, the basic optimization kernel is not real-time feasible for more than
one junction.
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4.4 Problem Statement
The problem that we are trying to study and discuss in this chapter is related to
multiple signalized traffic intersections coordination and control where we need
to allow maximum platoon movements with minimum number of stops and make
it zero if possible. This will help in achieving several objectives from the list we
have mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Minimizing the waiting time and
hence lower trip time as well the queue length. Also, maximizing the service time
, cycle time and we can achieve more from the objectives list we have mentioned
earlier if we want. The control strategies we have used are all networked based
and we considered the network side effects in our design.
4.5 Traffic dynamics and problem definition
Controlling the traffic light intersection requires a prior knowledge of that inter-
section and the traffic load to be able to set the proper parameters for the control
algorithm, especially if the system used is not an intelligent system like time based
traffic control. Basically most of the traffic signals intersections have four direc-
tions queues, North (N), South (S), East (E) and West (W ) as shown in Fig.
4.9. The other possible queues are North West (NW ), South East (SE), East
South (ES) and West North (WN) as shown in the Fig. 4.10. The model in Fig.
4.10 simply shows that two directions can be open at the same time, for exam-
ple, N and S direction will move then W and E at the same time because there
is no turning in other directions (also it is called two phases intersections) like
NW or SE. The other scenario is when we have the other directions NW,SE,EN
and WS, (we call it four phases intersection) then the control algorithm will
be more complicated and more sensing elements are required. For simplicity,
we will give a number for each queue qi where i = 1, ..., 8 in the following order
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(N,S,E,W,NW,SE,EN,WS)
The intersection consists of four streets with 8 possible queues , assuming all
right side movements are free and do not require a signal. The state equation for
the continuous traffic flow process associated with any movement i that is sampled
every ∆t seconds, where time is indexed with the integer k, can be expressed by
the current queue qi(k):
qi(k + 1) = qi(k) + ∆qi(k) + ∆pi(k), i = 1, 2, ....8
∆qi(k) = q
in
i (k)− qouti (k)
∆pi(k) = p
in
i − pouti (4.1)
where qini (k) is the number of incoming new vehicles at time interval [k− 1, k]
in link or queue i, qouti (k) is the number of vehicles able to pass the intersection
during the green signal interval Tg from link or queue i, also Tg can be called
as the control interval , qi(k − 1) is the queue of vehicles waiting for the green
signal to happen at time k, ∆pi(k) represents the fluctuation between a parking
lot and link i or the effects of any non-controlled intersection between any two
intersections where pini is used for vehicles have left the parking or came from
non-controlled intersection and joined the traffic in the queue i and pouti is used
for vehicles which left the queue i and went for a parking or went into a sub road
or what we call non-controlled intersection. These disturbing flows (see Fig. 4.11)
can be considered either as disturbance or as known perturbations if they can
be well measured or estimated. In case these uncertainties or perturbations are
unknown and can’t be measured, then robust control system is needed.
The output qout(k) can further be expressed as a function of the current control
of the intersection, u(k), and the current queue, q(k):
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Figure 4.9: Basic Traffic Signal Intersection Control
Figure 4.10: Typical Traffic Signal Intersection Control
qout(k) = fout(u(k), q(k)) (4.2)
The general discrete LTI state space representation is the following:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) + Fd(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) (4.3)
Using equation 4.3, it is possible to describe the dynamics of a traffic network
with the following: The state matrix A is considered as an identity matrix. The
elements of the state vector x(k) represent the number of vehicles of each con-
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Figure 4.11: Queues uncertainties in traffic between intersections
trolled link or in other words the queue length in that lane and the number of
states is equal to the number of controlled links in the network. The second term
of the state equation is the product of input matrix B and control input u where
the vector u contains the green times of all stages. Matrix B can be constructed
by the appropriate allocation of the combinations of saturation and turning rates.
Their numerical values are the results of a corresponding controller at each cycle.
The diagonal values of B are negative and represents the saturation flow and the
product of Bijui where i = j , diagonal elements shows the outflow from link i.
The other elements in Bij where i 6= j contains the turning rates from link i to
link j. Naturally the number of states is equal to the number of controlled links
in the network. The product Bu(k) arises from difference of in and out flow for
the traffic in the link or queue i during the control interval. Each output inside of
the network is a measured state (number of vehicles of the link i) that makes the
output equation simplified to y(k) = x(k) and C = I. Finally, the traffic coming
from non-controlled intersections or parking are considered as disturbance to the
system in d(k). The eq. 4.3 can be rewritten as :
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Q(k + 1) = AQ(k) +BG(k) + Fd(k)
Qout(k) = CQ(k) (4.4)
where Q(k) is a vector of queues information for all the eight directions showing
in Fig. 4.10, and G(k) contains the green timing for each direction.
Q(k) = [q1(k) q2(k) ..... q8(k)]
t
j
G(k) = [Tg1(k) Tg2(k) ..... T g8(k)]
t
j (4.5)
Following the same manner, we can generalize that to traffic networks with
multiple intersections. In a traffic network with n intersections, the order of
the dynamic equations is increased to n ×m where m is the number of possible
movements in that intersection, for example, in Fig. 4.14 we have m = 8 for any
intersection. However, any complicated traffic network can be decomposed into a
group of small ”elementary networks”, with similar intersections. In this manner,
the study of the entire traffic network can be reduced to the analysis of these
elementary networks and the inter-connections.
Flow characteristics of traffic are fundamental in analyzing intersection delay
or capacity. Vehicles occupy space and, for safety, require space between them.
With vehicles moving continuously in a single lane, the number of vehicles passing
a given point over time will depend on the average headway or the average arrival
rate per unit time. Two factors influence capacity at a signalized intersection:
 Conflicts occur when two vehicles attempt to occupy the same space at the
same time. This requires allocation of right-of-way to one line of vehicles
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while the other line waits.
 The interruption of flow for the assignment of right-of-way introduces addi-
tional delay. Vehicles slow down to stop and are also delayed when again
permitted to proceed.
These factors (interruption of flow, stopping, and starting delay) reduce capacity
and increase delay at a signalized intersection as compared to free-flow operations.
Vehicles that arrive during a red interval must stop and wait for a green indication
and then start and proceed through the intersection. The delay as vehicles start
moving is followed by a period of relatively constant flow.
The green signal period given for each side or combination of directions will
be called phase (see Fig. 4.12). The combination of phases can be called as
Cycle where each phase or cycle must not exceed certain period to maintain the
fairness for all directions in that intersection and it shall not be less than certain
minimum. In all situations, the phases time shall not push the situation in that
intersection to exceed the saturation level which will lead to traffic jam as we
can see from Fig. 4.22. Phasing reduces conflicts between traffic movements at
signalized intersections. A phase may involve:
 One or more vehicular movements.
 A combination of vehicular and pedestrian movements.
 One or more pedestrian crossing movements.
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) has adopted and
published precise nomenclature for defining the various signal phases to eliminate
misunderstanding between manufacturers and purchasers. Fig. 4.13 illustrates a
4-phase sequence separating all vehicular conflicts. Holding the number of phases
to a minimum generally improves operations. As the number of phases increases,
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Figure 4.12: Different Phases for Traffic Signal Intersection
Figure 4.13: Example of 4-Phase intersection, [173]
cycle lengths and delays generally increase to provide sufficient green time to each
phase. The goals of improving safety (by adding left-turn phases) and operations
at a signalized intersection may conflict, particularly with pre-timed control.
Full-actuated traffic control illustrates variable-sequence phasing. In Fig. 4.11,
all approach lanes have detectors, using these detectors; actuated control skips
phases with no traffic present and terminates certain movements when their traffic
moves into the intersection. This capability produces a variation in the phasing
sequence. The phasing options selected may be changed with the signal timing
plan.
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Figure 4.14: A Traffic network with five intersections
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Figure 4.15: Green Time Extension
4.5.1 Constraints of traffic signal control
There are several constraints which have to be taken into account and these can
be determined by the geometry of the traffic network and we can list them as
follows:
 Queue/Link Capacity: is defined by the maximum number of vehicles for
link i and it can be determined by the length of link between two intersec-
tions. so 0 ≤ qi(k) ≤ qi,max(k).
 Control Constraint: the maximum Tg is the time interval (in seconds) of
green time for link or queue i and shall not exceed a certain value to be fair
to other links during the same cycle time. Tgi,min ≤ Tgi(k) ≤ Tgi,max, see
Fig. 4.15.
 Waiting Time: the time Tw spent by vehicles waiting until the signal be-
comes green. It is very important to minimize this time as much as possible
by providing good service mechanism at the signalized intersection. This pa-
rameter can be calculated for direction i at intersection j by taking the sum
of all other directions green time, or simply the phases because two direc-
tions can be in one phase so it is easier to use the phase p, in the same
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Figure 4.16: Startup Delay
intersection j.
Twij ≥
∑
m 6=i
[Tgmj]
m = 1, 2, 3, ...p (4.6)
As an example, if we have four phases, the estimated Tw1 which is the same
as Tw2 because both are in phase p1, will be:
Twp1 = Tgp2 + Tgp3 + Tgp4. (4.7)
we can see a direct relation between Eq. 4.4 and Tw. Theoretically, The
total service time Ts required for one phase to pass all the cars waiting in a
queue qi is dependent on τs the service time required to pass one row of cars
at the same time and the physical structure of the street. Here we mainly
focus on the number of lanes. So, Ts = (τs ∗ qi)/No.Of.Lanes.
 Startup Delay: as part of Tg there is an important component which is
the startup delay time Td where the drivers take few seconds sometimes to
realize the green LED is ON. Signal indication turns from red to green and
vehicles do not instantly move at the saturation flow rate.
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Figure 4.17: Best cycle time
 Cycle Time: the cycle time Tc is the time to complete the execution of
all phases for the intersection and it shall be bounded by a certain value,
Tcj ≤ Tcmax. It is also possible to choose the maximum best cycle time of
any phase in that cycle as shown in Fig. 4.17. The cycle time may vary due
to traffic situation. In case of heavy traffic, the best way is to have long cycle
times to maximize steady-state flow. In contrast, when the traffic is light the
better is the short cycle time to minimize the delays for vehicles. Another
important issue for the cycle time selection is the one related to the nature
of intersection control whether it is for single or multiple intersections. For
single Intersection, the ratio of Ri(k) = (flowin/flowoutmax) < 1 shall not
reach Ri(k) = 1 which is the saturation level and the traffic jam will occur
at Ri(k) > 1 which is the worst scenario. If this happen, then phase time
shall be recalculated to have the ratio Ri(k)/
∑
i(Ri(k)). In case of Multi-
intersections, we need to have careful timing to achieve the best throughput
with good platoon management to make the flow of vehicles smooth through
several intersections with less delay (green-wave progression or successive
green signals) and to minimize overall delay and/or number of stops. This
concept is explained in Fig. 4.18 where we can see the platoon of vehicles
are moving in the two parallel directions in manner that number of stops
are minimized and this because of proper coordination between intersection
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Figure 4.18: Multi-intersection Control Timing with Coordination
Figure 4.19: Dilemma Zone
controllers.
 Phase: a phase is any period in a cycle where non-conflicting traffic move-
ments may run. It is very important the selection of phase type and how
many phases are required for each intersection.
 Dilemma Zone: a dilemma zone [199] is a range, in which a vehicle ap-
proaching the intersection during the yellow phase can neither safely clear
the intersection, nor stop comfortably at the stop-line and it is one of the
main contributors to signal-related accidents. Note that both the length and
the location of a dilemma zone may vary with the speed of the approaching
vehicles, driver reaction times, and vehicle acceleration/deceleration rates
(this will not be considered in this work).
 Lost Time TL: It is the non-utilized time in case the Tg given is more than
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Figure 4.20: Traffic Intersections without Coordination
Figure 4.21: Traffic Intersections with Coordination
required, there will be time period not used by any car while others are
waiting.
 Safe Time: it is the time required as gap time (Red Clearance interval)
between the current signal which has just turned red for the current phase
and the start of green time for the next phase. This gap or safe time Ts is
required for safety to avoid or minimize the crashes between cars crossing
the red signal at the last moment while ending the current running phase.
 Number of Stops: another purpose of coordination is to minimize the overall
delay and/or number of stops. This can be achieved using fixed-timing plans
or using adaptive technology. The three main components of coordinated
timings are: (1) Cycle time (2) Stage splits - the amount of time allocated
to a phase in a cycle (3) Offsets - green signals at adjacent intersections are
set to occur at a given time, relative to that at a reference intersection.
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Figure 4.22: Traffic Flow Density Relation
4.6 Communication link impacts
The use of communication link between sensors and the intersection controller
will introduce some network issues due to the nature of this shared link and we
have already discussed in details this in Chapter 3 . The intersection controller
will run based on the pre-timed tables in case of any significant delay or many
packet dropouts to avoid open-loop problem which will lead to huge traffic ac-
cumulation and violations. That will continue for one cycle until the next data
arrives properly, otherwise after a certain number of similar problems, alarms will
be sent to the traffic control room operator for maintenance and troubleshooting.
For example, suppose that sensors packets for queue arrival are dropped, then the
intersection controller will work on the last value received. If the problem is still
not resolved in the next cycles, the controller will run based on a default time
for Tg regardless of the queue length. Another solution, is to work based on a
table that contains the historical data averages for similar day time, e.g. the peak
hours will be different from normal hours. More details on these impacts will be
presented and explained in the simulation section.
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4.7 Decentralized Networked Control Structure
The computational complexity of a large traffic network can be reduced efficiently
by dividing the network into small intersections, and controlling the local inter-
section controllers separately in a decentralized structure over a communication
network. The traffic flow interactions between intersections are cut off (or discon-
nected) [85], and will be considered constant and known by each intersection in
advance. Because the estimates of the input traffic flows from other intersections
may be far from the real values, the local controllers may not be able to find
the real optimal solutions for the intersections. Moreover, since the intersection
are completely disconnected, the overall performance of the whole network will
be deteriorated when we have a high traffic flow between intersections along that
highway.
By applying this structure we will have the generalized model for the system
shown in Fig. 4.14 that has 5 traffic light intersections as the following:
Q(k) = [Q1 Q2 .... Qj], j = 1, 2, ....5
Qj(k) = [q1,j(k) q2,j(k) .... q8,j(k)]
t,
qi,j(k) = qi,j(k − 1) + ∆qi,j(k), i = 1, 2, ....8,
∆qi,j(k) = −qouti,j (k) (4.8)
Here ∆qi,j(k) is negative (-) because we don’t consider the incoming traffic
from other intersections since we assume there is no interactions between the
intersections, and hence the state space model will be
xj(k + 1) = Ajxj(k) +Bjuj(k)
yj(k) = Cjxj(k) (4.9)
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Figure 4.23: Traffic controller using an estimator at the intersection.
where j represents the intersection number, as we can see from this structure
that the queues information between intersections are not known in advance so
we may use an estimator to help the intersection controller to perform better by
having some estimates about the new queue length considering the outgoing traffic
as shown in Fig. 4.23.
The assumption in this structure is a full decentralization where all inter-
sections are fully isolated and each one is working independently from each other
which is the case in many intersections in several countries. So, we will not discuss
the communication link effects for this structure between intersections controllers.
However, the data collection for each lane coming to an intersection is commu-
nicating over the shared link with the intersection controller which will address
some of the issues mentioned earlier.
4.8 Distributed Networked Control Structure
DNCS uses local controllers for different subsystems where the local controllers
exchange information and coordinate between each other. Therefore, each local
controller will make its own decisions based on both information from the subsys-
tem itself and the information obtained from other subsystems. The more infor-
mation the local controllers have, the better overall performance and stability of
the whole traffic network will be achieved. However, if the amount of information
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that the local controllers take into consideration of increases, the computational
complexity will become very high and this will affect the stability because of a
high computation time that may delay the response to the traffic situation.
By applying this structure we will have the generalized model for system shown
in Fig. 4.14 that has 5 traffic light intersections as the following:
Q(k) = [Q1 Q2 .... Qj], j = 1, 2, ....5
Qj(k) = [q1,j(k) q2,j(k) .... q8,j(k)]
t,
qi,j(k) = qi,j(k − 1) + ∆qi,j(k), i = 1, 2, ....8,
∆qi,j(k) = q
in
i,j(k)− qouti,j (k) (4.10)
as we can see that we consider all the incoming traffic from other intersections
where for example in Fig. 4.14 the traffic coming from intersection III from queue
6, 3 will affect the queue in intersection I in queue 6, 8 and so on. and hence the
state space model will be
xj(k + 1) = Ajxj(k) +Bjuj(k) +Hj(k),
yjk = Cjxj(k) +Wj(k)
ujk = Kjxj(k) +Mj(k) (4.11)
where Hj(k) =
∑5
n=1,n 6=j An,jxn(k) that contains the information about the
other intersections queues that may help the current intersection in case of
long queue there to pro act to minimize the vehicles accumulation in that
lane, Wj(k) =
∑N
n=1,n6=j Cn,jxj(k) to show the information about the output
queues from other intersections that is exchanged between the controllers and
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Figure 4.24: Two Intersections Traffic Controllers (DNCS).
Mj(k) =
∑N
n=1,n6=jKn,jxj(k) that shows the control signals or duration in other
intersections. For example, the intersection I controller in Fig. 4.14 will be able to
know the status of the signal at lane 6 from intersection III if it is green and also
the queue length and the output queue during the green period will be also sent
before that to the controller at intersection I, then there could be several scenarios
to minimize the queue length at lane 6 in the intersection I by extending the Tg
where Tg < Tgmax, (see Fig. 4.15), if it is green, or give the priority to this side if
the other sides in the intersection I has lower queue length, or minimize the the
Tg for the other sides if the queue lengths are smaller.
Since we are using a control over a communication network, then we may have
some problems due to the use of the shared communication link such as delay,
packet dropout, varying sample interval and transmission constraints. From Fig.
4.9 we can see that each intersection will have an information about the other
intersection’s outgoing queue which will help to get a better estimation and control
for the value of Tg and also in case the next traffic signal is too crowded, the
preceding intersection controller will try to delay the traffic by using the minimum
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Figure 4.25: QuasiNCS
Tg to avoid sending more traffic to that crowded intersection and hopefully the
jam will be released during the next cycle.
4.9 Quasi-Decentralized Networked Control
Structure
To solve the problem where a DecNCS structure cannot provide the required sta-
bility and performance properties, and to avoid the complexity and high exchange
of information required between controller in DNCS , a quasi-decentralized net-
worked control strategy, for simplicity we will call it as QuasiNCS, (it is partially
decentralized and not fully distributed), (see Fig. 4.25), with minimum cross com-
munication between the intersections offers a suitable compromise and it provides
a way of ensuring partial knowledge of how the local controller is affecting the
global system and can guarantee certain stability for the overall traffic network.
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The term quasi-decentralized networked control refers to a situation in which
most signals used for control are collected and processed locally, although some
signals (the total number of which is kept to a minimum) still need to be trans-
ferred between local units and controllers to adequately account for the interac-
tions between the different units and minimize the propagation of disturbances
and process upsets from one unit to another.
Q(k) = [Q1 Q2 .... Qj],
Qj(k) = [q1,j(k) q2,j(k) .... q8,j(k)]
t,
qi,j(k) = qi,j(k − 1) + ∆qi,j(k), i = 1, 2, ....8,
∆qi,j(k) = q
in
i,j(k)− qouti,j (k) (4.12)
where qini,j(k) is the incoming new vehicles at time interval [k − 1, k] for inter-
section j for queue lane number i , qouti,j (k) is the number of vehicles that were able
to pass the intersection j during the green signal interval, Tg for the queue lane
i at that intersection and qi,j(k− 1) is the queue of vehicles that were waiting for
green signal to happen at time k.
The discrete state space for the generalized model with multiple intersections
can be shown to be as follows:
xj(k + 1) = Ajxj(k) +Bjuj(k) +Hj(k),
yjk = Cjxj(k) (4.13)
where Hj(k) already defined in eq. 4.11.
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Figure 4.26: Two Intersections Traffic Controllers (QuasiNCS).
4.10 Hierarchical Structure
The main aim of this structure is to perform traffic management at a strategic
level in urban, interurban or mixed areas. The city or traffic network where
the traffic has to be supervised is divided into several sections called problem
areas or zones. The decomposition of the city into zones allows for a better
analysis and understanding of the causes and evolution of traffic problems than if
performed from a global perspective. This split does not define a set of disjointed
areas whose sum is the whole city, but every area represents a part of the city
where a determined traffic behavior is usually present and where a set of signal
elements can be managed to influence this behavior. Then, the zone may overlap
with surrounding zones sharing, for instance, some signals but using them from
different points of view. So, a problem area or zone is a part of a city where traffic
behavior is locally studied and suitable control actions may be defined to improve
the traffic state.
Every zone is controlled by a controller, called control agent, which under-
stands the traffic conflicts that may appear, the usual behavior of vehicles in the
area and the signal and/or VMS (Variable Message System) actions that may
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Figure 4.27: Hierarchal Traffic Control - Dividing the Network into Problem Areas
improve the traffic state, supervise every problem area. The control proposals
generated by every agent are received by a higher level agent, called the coor-
dinator, whose aim is to produce global proposals for the whole city by putting
together the local proposals provided by the agents and removing the inconsisten-
cies among them.
4.11 Traffic Control Closed-loop Models
The most common and systematic approach is to use a dynamic output feedback,
where the controller (or compensator) has its own dynamics. The simplest form
is an observer structure
x˜j(k + 1) = Aix˜j +Bjuj + Lj(yj − Cjx˜j)
uj = − Kjx˜j, j = 1, ..., 5 (4.14)
In this simple approach, x˜j is an estimate for the actual x for each subsystem
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Figure 4.28: Variable Message System
i and we need to pick a good observation gain Li such that x˜j → x as fast as
possible. In this work, we will use observer-based controllers in the sense that for
each intersection of the traffic network we have one observer-based controller and
the controllers either exchange information or are not based on the selection of
the structure from the three we have mentioned previously (DecNCS, QuasiNCS,
DNCS) in this work. The ith networked observer-based controller is given by
considering the network side effects we have discussed in this work:
x˜j(k + 1) = Ajx˜j(k) +Bjuˆj(k) +Oj +Hj
Oj = LjΓ
y
j (yˆj(k)− Cjx˜j(k))
Hj =
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jxˆj(k)
uˆj(k) = − Kj x˜j(k) (4.15)
where x˜j(k+1) represents the state estimate at time (k+1) for the plant state
xj(k + 1), Bj = [
∫ h−τkrt
0
eAsds]B when τ krt ≤ h where h is the sampling interval.
The output related matrices Lj(k), Kj, j = 1, ..., 5 are the subsystem gain
matrices. The state estimation error is ψj(k) = x˜j(k)− xj(k).
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To deal with the communication constraints, the observer structure is used
where the standard output is applied only when a new measurement is received.
The dynamics of all controllers can be shown in a discrete model that composed of
block diagonal matrices written as follows for the DNCS, DecNCS and QuasiNCS
ξk,DNCS :=
[
xk ψk e
y
k Hk Wk
]t
(4.16)
ξk,DecNCS :=
[
xk ψk e
y
k
]t
(4.17)
ξk,Quasi :=
[
xk ψk e
y
k Hk
]t
(4.18)
by combining the foregoing relations, the overall closed-loop dynamics can be
expressed as follows for the three control strategies (DNCS, DecNCS and Quas-
iNCS).
ξk+1,DNCS = Ak+1,DNCS ξk (4.19)
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Acl,DNCS =

a11 a12 a13 a14 a15
a21 a22 a23 a24 a25
a31 a32 a33 a34 a35
a41 a42 a43 a44 a45
a51 a52 a53 a54 a55

(4.20)
(4.21)
a11 = Aj +BjKj, a12 = −Aj + LjCj,
a22 = Aj − LjCj = −a12,
a31 = Cj(−Aj + αkKjBj + I),
a32 = αkKjBjCj,
a33 = (I − βkΓyj ),
a44 = a55 = I,
(4.22)
The others non mentioned elements are all zeros.
For the fully decentralized structure in which case the exchange of state infor-
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mation among subsystems is not allowed, then it will be reduced to:
ζk,DecNCS :=
[
xk ψk e
y
k
]
ζk+1,DecNCS = ADecNCS ζk
ADecNCS =

a11 a12 a13
a21 0 0
a31 a32 a33
 (4.23)
and finally, for the QuasiNCS the AQuasiNCS will be as the following:
ξk,QuasiNCS :=
[
xk ψk e
y
k Hk
]t
ζk+1,QuasiNCS = AQuasiNCS ζk
AQuasiNCS =

a11 a12 0 0
a21 0 0 0
a31 a32 a33 0
0 0 0 a44

(4.24)
To sum up, the foregoing control structures can be cast into the following generic
form
ζk+1 = A ζk
Acl = blockdiag{A1,cl, ..., AN,cl} (4.25)
4.12 Stability Analysis
In the sequel, we define a global Lyapunov functional by
V = ξtkPξk, P = blockdiag{P1, ..., PN}, Pj > 0 (4.26)
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Evaluating the first difference ∆V along the solutions of (4.25) yields
∆V = −P +AtclPAcl (4.27)
According to Laypunov stability theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for
stability is V > 0, ∆V < 0. The following is a preliminary result
Lemma 4.1 Given the gains K and L, system (4.25) is said to be asymptot-
ically stable if there exists symmetric positive definite matrices 0 < Pj = P tj ∈
<ni×ni , 0 < Xj ∈ <ni×ni , 0 < Zj = Z tj ∈ <ni×ni , i = 1, ..., NoOfDirections
such that the following LMIs
 −Pj Atj,clXj
• −Xj −X tj + Zj
 < 0, j = 1, ..., N (4.28)
have a feasible solution for j = 1, ..., N , where N is the number of intersections.
Remark 4.1 By looking at the closed-loop matrix (4.20)-(4.11) in the distributed-
control case, it is instructive to let the matrix X have the following form where
the size will be matching the size of Acl according to the control structure that we
have selected:
X =

X11 X12 X13 X14 X15
0 X21 X23 X24 X25
0 0 X33 X34 X35
0 0 0 X44 X45
0 0 0 0 X55

(4.29)
Indeed, the decentralized and quasi-decentralized cases can be treated in a similar
way.
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Proof. That Pj > 0 implies that V > 0. Applying Lemma 4.1 to inequality
∆V < 0 using (4.27) with M = Pj, N = Atj,cl and invoking Schur complements,
we readily obtain inequality (4.28).
4.13 Uncertainties and Robust Control
In the previous sections, the general LTI state space representation of the urban
traffic system was shown and discussed with several details. The possible state
uncertainties were neglected or considered as known parameters, the demand and
exit flows are known values within the link. Typically, state uncertainties appear
due to unexpected traffic fluctuations caused by parking places along the road or
non-controlled junctions in the network (Fig. 4.6). The measurements of these
disturbing flows would lead to enormous costs in urban network. Therefore, it
is more reasonable to treat them as bounded uncertainties. A common approach
for modeling uncertainties is the use of bounded additive disturbance model. An-
other potential technique is the multiplicative approach which may involve state
uncertainties in the traffic model. However, this section will be for future work
extensions and we will not discuss it in the simulation.
∆xi(k) = xi(k)− xNi (k), i = 1, 2, ....8
∆ui(k) = ui(k)− uNi (k)
∆di(k) = di(k)− dNi (k) (4.30)
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4.14 Simulation Studies
In the simulation we considered 5 intersections and we tried to compare the results
from the proposed approaches. The simulation was done using MATLAB 2008 on
Laptop with Windows 7 Professional, 2.73 GHz with 8 cores and 8 GB Memory.
The following assumptions were used :
 Distance between each intersection is known (1 km).
 Average speed is 80 Km/h.
 Each road has 3 main lanes.
 One service lane for left direction and one for right.
 Flow of traffic is smooth and no major interruption.
 Communication between sensors to controller is over a lossy network.
 Cross-communication between each intersection controller is over lossy net-
work.
 Detectors (sensors) are placed in each lane at the upstream and downstream
direction for counting and event triggering.
 Left and right lanes have sensors to count the vehicles going in these direc-
tions.
 Estimated time to travel from one intersection to another with 80 Km/h is
around 45 sec.
 Each intersection operates in 4 phase’s mode with parallel movements as
default, which means that every two parallel directions will run at the same
time.
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Figure 4.29: Vehicle Detectors
 The average of arrivals for each parallel direction will be taken as input, and
the considered phases are (N, S,E,W,NW, SE,EN,WS).
 Simulation runs for 30 minutes.
 In the simulation, we considered 5 intersections as shown in (Fig. 4.14) and
we tried to compare the results from the proposed approaches.
From the estimator side, the simplest approach to model vehicle arrivals is
to assume a uniform arrival. This will results in a deterministic, uniform arrival
pattern which means constant time headway between all vehicles. However, this
assumption is usually unrealistic, as vehicle arrivals typically follow a random
process. Thus, a model that represents a random arrival process is needed and the
most suitable one is the Poisson distribution with arrival rate of λ . In general, the
car arrival is part of the queuing model (e.g. M/M/1 or M/G/1) which simulates
the traffic signal operations. Basically the queue model is any service station with
the following:
 One or multiple servers
 waiting area or buffer
The time τn is inter arrival time between cars n and n+ 1 and it is a random
variable. The traffic light system is following the stochastic process behavior.
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Figure 4.30: Basic Queue System
Figure 4.31: Cars Arrivals in time
The level of information exchanged is shown in Table 4.1. When we look to
Fig.4.33, we can see that at intersection 1, we started with phase 1, then by the
time the flow will reach to intersection 2, which is around 45 seconds, the incoming
flow plus the existing flow will move together without stoppage and same will
happen at intersection 3, this explanation is shown clearly in Fig.4.34. That shows
the beauty of Quasi Decentralized approach over the Decentralized itself as shown
in Fig.4.35, where in the Quasi we have benefited from the limited communication
over a network to smooth and maximize the flow in certain direction between
intersections.
In DecNCS approach, the controller will control each intersection indepen-
dently from others and the only information sent over lossy link is the arrival
traffic via the sensors placed at the beginning of the roads towards that inter-
section. In the case of QuasiNCS, the information about the phase selection in
each intersection is exchanged among the adjacent controllers, the one before and
the one after, to allow continuous progression of platoons through successive sig-
nals along multiple intersections with minimum number of stops and sometimes
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- Dec Quasi Dist Hir
Traffic Queues Y Y Y Y
Phase Selection(IitoIj) N Y Y Y
Traffic Arrival(IitoIj) N N Y Y
GreenT ime(inIj) N N Y Y
Traffic Jam Info N N N Y
Avg arrivals speed N N Y Y
Table 4.1: Data exchange in each approach
without stopping based on the traffic density, because the on/off nature of traffic
signals tends to accumulate the vehicles in longer queue. The total trip time in
the case of DecNCS will be more than 135 sec to cross the distance starting from
intersection 1 to 3 with 2 stoppages while in QuasiNCS it is around 94 sec with no
stoppage. Also, we can observe from Fig.4.35 that a synchronization can happen
between intersection 2 , 4 and 5 where the majority of the traffic between East
and West can run smoothly in the successive intersections.
In the DecNCS, the data transmission between sensors to controllers are over
lossy network, so in case there is packets delay or dropout or another communica-
tion constraints, the controller can depend only on the last received data and in
the case of long failure of the sensors due to physical damage, the controller can
depend either on fixed green time (45 sec) or will be based on the average arrival
rate computed from historical data. Another option is to sue a pre-timed table.
For the QuasiNCS, if the phase selection information will be affected by any delay
or dropout, it will simply run based on the arrival of the actual data coming from
the sensors.
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Figure 4.32: A Sample of Car Arrivals Rate /Min (Q)
Figure 4.33: Decentralized and Quasi Phase Selection
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Figure 4.34: Phase Selection in QuasiNCS for Each Intersection to maximize the
flow from intersection 1 up to 3
Figure 4.35: Phase Selection in DecNCS for Each Intersection
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Figure 4.36: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 1 , Main Directions
More simulations results are also presented in the coming figures and several
scenarios for simulation results when traffic the density < 1 and >= 1, as shown in
Fig. 4.36 up to Fig. 4.46. During all these simulation we have random exponential
value for β, random delays, poisson distributed, and communication constraints
are also enabled.
Fig. 4.46 shows several information about the traffic during the simulation of
QuasiNCS.
The other figures, namely from Fig. 4.47 - 4.51, show several information
about the traffic during the simulation of QuasiNCS (number of served cars vs.
car arrival, and the remaining cars not served in that cycle), with normal traffic
Density (< 0.5), and it is clearly showing that with the QuasiNCS, the ”served
cars” signals track very well the ”car arrivals” signals, which indicate a very
smooth traffic as expected.
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Figure 4.37: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 1 , Sub Directions
Figure 4.38: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 2 , Main Directions
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Figure 4.39: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 2 , Sub Directions
Figure 4.40: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 3 , Main Directions
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Figure 4.41: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 3 , Sub Directions
Figure 4.42: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 4 , Main Directions
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Figure 4.43: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 4 , Sub Directions
Figure 4.44: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 5 , Main Directions
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Figure 4.45: QuasiNCS vs. DecNCS , Intersection 5 , Sub Directions
Figure 4.46: QuasiNCS Traffic Data
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Figure 4.47: QuasiNCS Served vs. Arrived Cars , Intersection 1
Figure 4.48: QuasiNCS Served vs. Arrived Cars , Intersection 2
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Figure 4.49: QuasiNCS Served vs. Arrived Cars , Intersection 3
Figure 4.50: QuasiNCS Served vs. Arrived Cars , Intersection 4
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Figure 4.51: QuasiNCS Served vs. Arrived Cars , Intersection 5
4.14.1 More Simulation Results
In this section we will highlight some important simulation results in the following
list:
 Communication Constraints: communication is an important factor for the
controller to make the proper coordinations with other controllers. In the
case of DecNCS, there is no communication between controllers and decision
will be made on the intersection data only. From the first look, you may
see that the DecNCS is giving low cycle time but in reality it is much more
because it did not consider the new arrivals. For the QuasiNCS, we have
simulated the effect of communication constraints as shown in Fig. 4.52, you
can see that the more communication we allowed, the more the cycle time
changes and this is required for the proper coordination between intersec-
tions considering the current and new coming traffic for each intersection.
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Figure 4.52: Communication Constraints Effect
 Packets Dropout: another issue we can show also is the effect of β values
(sensor packets dropout, see eq. 3.16) which will affect more the QuasiNCS
as shown in Fig. 4.53, and the dropout of sensors packets will reflect on the
cycle time but not too much because usually such sensors applications will
send few packets (number of cars, time, ...etc) cyclically, and if the packet
dropout is increasing, the controller will switch to the local intersection
control because may be the sensors are malfunction or physically damaged.
 Computation Time: the traffic density is not really an issue for the compu-
tation time as we can see from Fig. 4.54.
 Waiting Time: this is very important measure for the control system, be-
cause the longer the waiting time the more the drivers will get frustrated and
the potential of violation will be higher. So, in this simulation, we focused
on the waiting time behaviour during an incremental traffic by increasing
the traffic arrival every cycle by 25% and we stop increasing it when the
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Figure 4.53: Beta Values Effect
Figure 4.54: Traffic Density Effect on Control Computation Time
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Figure 4.55: Incremental Traffic Density Effect on Waiting Time
traffic density exceeds 1 as shown in Fig. 4.55 and Fig. 4.56 shows the
waiting time during normal random arrival.
 Communication Delay: the effect of data packets delay from previous inter-
section controller to the next intersection controller will let the 2nd controller
to increase the intersection cycle time to accommodate the incoming traffic
up to a certain limit then it will not extend. If the packets delay exceeded
the maximum allowed limit, then the controller will ignore the delayed pack-
ets and start a new control cycle and if this problem continues for certain
number of cycles, which means that the link needs a longer time to be fixed,
the controller will then use one of the options we mentioned earlier (Histori-
cal data, Fixed Time or behave like DecNCS locally), Fig. 4.57 explains this
issue clearly. Also, we can see from same figure in Intersection 2 after certain
time it will stop doing green time extension because the delay exceeded the
limit, similarly we can observe with intersection 4 and 5.
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Figure 4.56: Random Traffic Density Effect on Waiting Time
Figure 4.57: Delay Effects on Cycle Time
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4.15 Complexity Study
Computational complexity is the study of the complexity of problems that is,
the difficulty of solving them. Problems can be classified by complexity class
according to the time it takes for an algorithm usually a computer program to
solve them as a function of the problem size. Some problems are difficult to
solve, while others are easy. For example, some difficult problems need algorithms
that take an exponential amount of time in terms of the size of the problem to
solve. Computational complexity may be approached from many different aspects.
It can be investigated on the basis of time, memory or other resources used to
solve the problem. Time and space are two of the most important and popular
considerations when problems of complexity are analyzed.
Even though a problem may be computationally solvable in principle, in actual
practice it may not be that simple. These problems might require large amounts
of time or an inordinate amount of space. Also, there exist a certain class of
problems that although they are solvable in principle they require so much time or
space that it is not practical to attempt to solve them. These problems are called
intractable. There is another form of complexity called hierarchical complexity.
It is orthogonal to the forms of complexity discussed so far, which are called
horizontal complexity
Since we are talking about three different control approaches, hence, each one
has different system complexity due to different factors. We can list down these
factors as follows:
1. LMI Size: The equations in (4.11-4.25) clearly express the LMI size of each
approach and it is smaller for the DecNCS and the largest is DNCS. This
is expected because in DecNCS we eliminate all types of communication
between systems and basically each system is working alone without the
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- DecNCS QuasiNCS DNCS
LMI Size (nxn) 3(nxn) 6(nxn)
Table 4.2: LMI Size for each approach
knowledge about others. For the QuasiNCS we allowed minimum commu-
nication which help at least the neighbours to coordinate between them at
least. The case in DNCS is the most complex where all communications
are allowed which adds overhead on the communication channel. Table 4.2
briefly shows the LMI size for each approach.
2. Gains Computations Time: the CPU time required for calculating the re-
quired gains and making the decision for each intersection is very small in
the case of DecNCS compared to DNCS while in QuasiNCS it is reasonable
and it is not as long as in the DNCS case. Figure 4.58 explain the CPU time
under a heavy communication load for each direction in each intersection
and, as a reminder, we have simulated 5 intersections , with 8 directions
each. It is clearly that the DNCS is the most expensive approach while the
QuasiNCS provides a good solution as we have seen in earlier sections with
lower computation time (almost 1
5
) of DNCS. In normal load, we could get a
lower computation time as shown in Fig. 4.59 but still the computation time
for the DNCS remains too high compared to others. The values shown in
Fig. 4.59 are the averages for each intersection over many simulation runs.
3. Lanes Characteristics: this factor basically depends on the physical road
structure and changing it is not easy. Usually more lanes allow more cars to
move at the same time when the signal is green. However, in our work the
number of lanes is fixed for all approaches. An important remark is to keep
the lane density less than the lane capacity or in other words, the ratio shall
be < 1. Another lane characteristic is the lane width which is also fixed in
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Figure 4.58: Computation Time Under High Communication Load
Figure 4.59: Average Computation Time under Normal Situation
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all approaches in our work. The standard lane width is between 2.5 to 3.25
or 3.75 meters, based on the country standards. A single lane capacity of
vehicles is simply the inverse of the tip-to-tip headway (Sh) and the most
often expressed in vehicles/hour:
Lc = 3600/Sh (4.31)
4. Communication Cost: this is clearly shown in the size of the LMI when we
consider the QuasiNCS and DNCS that we have highlighted in point no.1 .
5. Speed Limit: if the speed limit is an input to the observer model, basically
in DNCS, then it will require some more calculations to provide the suitable
control. Generally, they use it for simulation purpose and for the realtime
controller there will be sensors that send the speed measurements to the
intersection controller for the required controller calculations. However, this
type of information can be fed to the controller in case no speed sensors or
speed data not arrived to help in reevaluating the green time selection.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have carefully examined the decentralized, networked control
architectures for interconnected dynamical systems. The work discussed the un-
derlying rationale for the individual architectures and illustrated the fields of
application and the merits/demerits as reported in the literature. Moreover, we
have shown a single discretized system without any extra parameters. Then we
added to it the intercommunication between systems in the decentralized design
over network. After that we considered the networked-induced delays. Packet
dropout and a varying sampling interval were included. Also, we have set a cri-
terion to select the min sample interval and we defined a switch function for the
transmission constraints.
Also, we have studied different control techniques like quasi-decentralized over
network and we highlighted the major points about the distributed and hierarchal
architectures over communication network. The models obtained were applied on
a real life applications which is the Signalized Traffic Multi-Intersections Control
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(STMIC) application. A comprehensive survey was done about the traffic control
methods and techniques including several traffic concepts and fundamentals. The
work was presented in state-space model and has considered several network pa-
rameters we have list earlier as a result of introducing the shared communication
link into our control system.
In the simulation part, we performed the 1st simulation on a standard or typ-
ical data to illustrate the theory obtained for DecNCS as first step in chapter 3
and shows that it works fine, where later on we can go ahead and extended a
little that structure to achieve better results for more complicated applications .
Then, simulation was more detailed for STMIC application where more experi-
ments were done on multi signalized intersections control and coordination with
different environments, control strategies and objectives (e.g. showing the effects
of network, performance comparison between proposed control strategies, ....etc).
Finally, discussion about complexity issues were included at the end of the chapter
and it was clearly shown that the QuasiNCS, that requires minimum cross infor-
mation, performed much better than DecNCS for traffic coordination and control
application and in the same time it lower in complexity, computation time and
resources than the DNCS.
5.2 Future Directions
The extension of this work has many directions specially the signal intersection
traffic management problem that was addressed in the thesis.
 Optimization algorithms: Many optimization algorithms have been devel-
oped to solve efficiently the minimization problems related to linear and
nonlinear centralized control. On the contrary, optimization methods for
distributed and decentralized networked control are still lacking. This is an
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important and critical point where significant improvements are expected.
 Generalizing the traffic management model to wider range like city grids.
 Discussing specific communication media (e.g. wireless) and study the pos-
sible control techniques and solutions.
 Design a dynamical Graphical User Interface traffic simulator that allows
interactive parameters modification during the simulation run to see the
impacts on the traffic system.
 Reconfigurable control structures and hybrid systems: With reference to the
hierarchical structures we should explore the possibility to reconfigure the
system, for example by adding or removing actuators and sensors ”plug and
play control”, see [57]-[59]. This could be useful to consider time varying
performance requirements and to control systems described by a hybrid
model. Finally, a flexible control configuration can better cope with the
requirement of a high tolerance to faults.
 System partitioning: In the design of decentralized and distributed control
the process under control, must be partitioned, if possible, a-priori into sub-
systems properly defined to reduce the dynamic couplings and to facilitate
the control design. In some cases partitioning is natural in view of the pro-
cess layout, see for example [63] for power grids and chemical plants in [64]
are considered.
 Selection of the control structure: Criteria must be developed for the se-
lection of the proper control structure based on the relative improvements
achievable by increasing the complexity [8].
 Cover the uncertainties issues in the traffic control using the Robust control
technique and Robust stability methods.
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 Recently, some progress has also been made in solving the finite capacity
stabilization problem for nonlinear systems [93], and for linear systems with
unknown parameters [94]. Performance limitations of feedback over finite
capacity memory-less channels are addressed in [95], which obtains a general
extension of Bodes integral inequality [88]-[92].
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.1 Linear Matrix Inequalities
Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) methodology is a standard way to describe
convex constraints in optimization problems. Optimization subject to LMIs is
called semi-definite programming. LMIs are widely used in control because they
appear naturally in many problems. Furthermore, there exist computationally
efficient polynomial time algorithms such as interior point methods that can be
applied easily to it. Therefore, semi-definite programming problems are always
solvable in the sense that it can be determined whether or not the problem is
feasible, and if it is, a feasible point that minimizes the cost function globally can
be computed with a prespecified accuracy.
.1.1 A Brief History of LMIs in Control Theory
The history of LMIs in the analysis of dynamical systems goes back more than 100
years. The story begins in about 1890, when Lyapunov published his seminal work
introducing what we now call Lyapunov theory. He showed that the differential
equation:
d
dt
(x(t)) = Ax(t)
(1)
is stable (i.e., all trajectories converge to zero) if and only if there exists a
positive-definite matrix P such that
ATP + PA < 0
(2)
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The requirement P > 0, ATP + PA < 0 is what we now call a Lyapunov
inequality on P , which is a special form of an LMI. Lyapunov also showed that this
first LMI could be explicitly solved. Indeed, we can pick any Q = QT > 0 and then
solve the linear equation ATP+PA = −Q for the matrix P , which is guaranteed to
be positive definite if the system (1.1) is stable. In summary, the first LMI used to
analyze stability of a dynamical system was the Lyapunov inequality (1.2), which
can be solved analytically (by solving a set of linear equations).
to make it short, a summary of key events in the history of LMIs in control
theory is the following:
 1890: First LMI appears; analytic solution of the Lyapunov LMI via Lya-
punov equation.
 1940’s: Application of Lyapunov’s methods to real control engineering prob-
lems. Small LMIs solved ”by hand”.
 Early 1960’s: PR lemma gives graphical techniques for solving another fam-
ily of LMIs.
 Late 1960’s: Observation that the same family of LMIs can be solved by
solving an ARE.
 Early 1980’s: Recognition that many LMIs can be solved by computer via
convex programming.
 Late 1980’s: Development of interior-point algorithms for LMIs.
It could be fair to say that Yakubovich is the father of the field, and Lyapunov
the grandfather of it.
.1.2 LMI Matrices and Variables
A linear matrix inequality is an expression of the form:
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F (x) = F0 +
M∑
i=1
(Fixi) < 0
(3)
where [x1 ..., xn] ∈ Rn are decision variables and Fi ∈ Rn is a set of symmetric
matrices. In general, the LMI problems will not appear with the above form
with scaler variables. Instead, we will encounter from now on LMIs with matrix
variables. For example, consider the Lyapunov matrix inequality:
ATP + PA < 0, P > 0
(4)
where P = P T ∈ Rn×n is the matrix variable. Generally, an LMI constraint
with a matrix variables can be written as:
F (P1 ..., Pm) = F0 +
m∑
i=1
(UiPiVi) < 0
(5)
where P1 ..., Pm are the matrix variables, and Ui, Pi, Vi are given matrices.
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.1.3 Standard LMI problems
The LMI Problem:It is the problem of determining whether a certain LMI is
feasible or not,and if it is, to find one feasible point. It can be written as:
Find x∗
such that F (x∗) > 0
(6)
The Eigenvalue Problem It is the problem of minimizing the maximum eigen-
value of a matrix depending on a variable, or declaring that the problem is not
feasible. It can be written as
minimize λ
subject to (λI − F (x)) > 0, G(x) > 0 (7)
System of LMIs Several LMI constraints can be always casted into a single
LMI. For example, F1(x) > 0, F2(x) > 0 can be written as:
 F1(x) 0
0 F2(x)
 > 0
(8)
the following also are some LMIs important relations:
Congruence Transformation Consider F > 0, then WFW T > 0 with W full
rank. Therefore, we can always pre-multiply and post-multiply an LMI by a full
rank matrix and its transpose.
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Schurs Complement The Schurs complement is one of the most common ways
for obtaining LMIs. It states that the pair of inequalities:
Q1 −QT2Q−13 Q2 < 0 (9)
Q3 > 0
(10)
which is equivalent to:
R =
 Q1 QT2
Q2 Q3
 > 0
(11)
Change of Variables It is possible that by defining new variables to linearize
some matrix inequalities. For example, consider synthesizing a state feedback
control law uk = Kxk to stabilize the system xk+1 = Axk + Buk. Using the
Lyapunov inequality, we can write:
(A+BK)TP (A+BK)− P < 0, P > 0
(12)
which is a nonlinear inequality in P,K. Noting that P = PP−1P , we can use
Schurs complement to write the matrix inequality as:
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 P (A+BK)TP
P (A+BK) P
 > 0
(13)
Define a new variable Q = P−1, by multiplying both sides by the congruence
transformation diag[QQ], we get:
 Q Q(A+BK)T
(A+BK)Q Q
 > 0
(14)
Finally, we set Y = KQ to get:
 Q QAT + Y TBT
AQ+BY Q
 > 0
(15)
which is an LMI in the variables Q, Y . We can get our original variables by
P = Q−1,K = Y Q−−1.
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.1 NEMA
NEMA is an acronym which stands for the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association. This group develops standards and conventions for various pieces
of traffic signal control equipment, including controllers and cabinets. The Na-
tional Electrical Manufacturers Association is a trade association with 450 member
organizations that sets standards for the generation, distribution, transmission,
control and end-use of electricity. NEMA works in conjunction with the National
Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation Systems Protocol
to set standards governing traffic signals.
.1.1 A Brief History of NEMA
The older NEMA standard for traffic signal control equipment is known as the
TS − 1 standard while the newer standard is known as the TS − 2 standard.
The first version of the TS − 1 standard was introduced in 1975 and the first
version of the TS − 2 standard was introduced in 1998. Prior to 1975, there
was no industry standard for traffic control equipment and no interchangeability
amongst controller manufacturers. As with traffic signal controllers, loop detec-
tor electronics units were developed and marketed by numerous manufacturers,
each using a different type of harness connector and detection technique [209]. To
overcome subsequent interchangeability problems, NEMA developed a set of stan-
dards known as ”Section 7. Inductive-Loop Detectors”. These were released early
in 1981. This section of the NEMA Standards defined functional standards, phys-
ical standards, environmental requirements, and interface requirements for several
inductive-loop electronics unit configurations. Section 7 described only the basic
functions associated with inductive-loop detector electronics units. Users iden-
tified the need for additional functions for specific locations, particularly delay
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and extension timing. To cover this gap, NEMA developed and in 1983 released
”Section 11. Inductive-Loop Detectors with Delay and Extension Timing.” This
section was basically identical to Section 7 with the addition of requirements for
the timing of delayed call and extended call features. A further revision resulted
in a new Section 15, which was released February 5, 1987. This new standard
combines, updates, and supersedes Sections 7 and 11.
The NEMA Standards define two basic types of electronics unit configurations:
shelf mounted and card-rack mounted. Shelf mounted units are commonly used
in NEMA controllers and are available in both single-channel and multichannel
(two- or four-channel) configurations. Outputs are generated by electromechanical
relays or by electrically isolated solid-state circuits. Physical dimensions and
connector requirements are included in the NEMA Standards. Card-rack mounted
electronics units, fit into a multiple card rack and operate with external 24-volt
DC power generated in the rack assembly or elsewhere in the controller cabinet.
These devices are an effective way to reduce cabinet space requirements where
large numbers of inductive-loop detector electronics units are needed. Still more
standards can be found in NEMA about controllers, interfaces, detectors,...etc
and the list shows few examples only:
 Presence and Pulse Modes of Operation.
 Timing Features.
 Tuning Range.
 Response Time.
 Operation with Grounded or Open Loops.
 Detector Terms and Definitions.
 Lightning Damage and Electrical Interference.
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 Signal Light operations and specifications.
 Advanced Transportation Controller Specification (ATC).
 Environmental Requirements
 Load Switches
 Conflict Monitors
 Inductive Loop Detectors
 Flashers
 Signal Controllers
 ....... etc
The last update of the NEMA TS−1 standard for traffic signal control equip-
ment was published in 1989. It is still of interest since much of the traffic signal
control equipment that exists along todays streets was installed under, and con-
forms to, this standard. The TS − 1 publication provides standards on a variety
of important topics, including: The NEMA TS−2 standard expands on the older
NEMA TS1 Traffic Control Systems standard. The TS−1 standard was based on
the philosophy that controllers would provide a basic set of features and standard
connectors. Manufacturers would compete based on the hardware and software
they provided inside the controllers. The NEMA TS − 1 standard was successful
for isolated actuated intersection control, but it lacked sufficient detail for im-
plementing more advanced features, such as coordinated-actuated operation and
preemption. Type 1 systems include the controller unit, conflict monitor, and the
included features of each. Individual vendors supplemented the TS − 1 standard
by providing the complement of features necessary for deploying coordinated-
actuated traffic signal systems. This introduced incompatibility and procurement
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issues, particularly when government agencies needed to upgrade existing signal
systems at a later date and had to solicit competitive bids. Nevertheless, the
competitive market forces continued to rapidly advance the state of the practice
and created a following that led many States to adopt the NEMA standard. In
the late 1980s and early 1990s, the NEMA TS−1 specification was updated with
NEMA TS − 2 to provide coordinated-actuated operation, preemption, and an
optional serial bus to simplify wiring.
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